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Tho research r~rGrted herein was eondueted during the latter part of 
February and eonsish·d of a week'lI stay in Jamaiea. During that time a 5ur-
voy was eonducted of a sampling of vi11egs5 in .astern Jamaica and attempts~' 
were made to eo1lect background 3tatistiea1 data from government offiees 
and 30urc:es in Kinfston. The basis for eondueting sUOIh research derived 
from a survey of tho 1jtorature on community and regional development which 
led me to pose several questions €oneurning thQ nature of regional integration 
of €ollllllunities in hrms of rnthl0rks relating .. eo,nomi .. ", soois.l stMteture, 
I!lemmuniaations, and p1l.b1io·:. 2.nd ,wlI'lI!1una1 aid, to ee",nomie and 50 .. ia1 develop-' 
lllent. A set of pypotheses .,85 5ubsequ"ntly ¢onstrncted that foeused on 50me 
stru~tura1 concomitants of regional integration and development thought to 
b. evident in Jamaiaa -- the nature and substance of these regional 80-
variants were et the heart of the inv€stit;ation. 
Several limitations of the !'eseauh spodd be understood beforehand. Th. 
duration of this inquiry owing primarily to 1aok of fu.nds -- was extnmely 
short lone week to be exact. Secondly, the researeh method its"lf, con-
sisting essentially of a survey by "ar of f'ighty-two communities in eastern 
Jamni6B. is open to critieism on grounds of YB.ljdation, rjgor, end standardi-
zation. To an extent, I am pnpared to def"nd the metpodo1ogy -- if only in 
terms of time ",onstrdnts l but I am also pr"pared tG> say that in order to 
obtain a roore extensive 5U.rv,'Y of eomrr.unity att:. ibutes in Jamaiaa, a'dague 
of ri!,:or had to be ,."edfi ... d. 
B.r ne means am I 1ndieating that the res.lts obtained fro. the researah 
in Jamaisa were ~uparfluouB or redundant. On the contrary I in no way could 
a lart,,-s6alo sampling of "ommunity attributes have been undortaken ether 
than by field investigation. Whether or not th. results are si@:nifieant in 
terms of g.nerali~0ability to and eorrelation with known ~aets about Carib-
bean or Jamaican cowmunity or~ani~ation ean be debated. Whether Qr not the 
.. results merited the investment however does not seem to me to be ar~ablel 
a set Elf data at a lcvel of analys:!.s previo",sly overlooked hs.s been made 
available by this research; this data enables a closer eX81l1ination at region-
al (roupings of eo~~~nities based upon observod and recorded attributes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tho analysis of .ommuniti~8 a8 optirnnm sub-soai.tal ar~regates, and their 
distribution and organization in terms of r~,-iQnal r.roupings is the foeus of 
thi5 paper and of the researah undertaken. De .... lopi~ nations have eonstantly 
to "ope with the ne.tu.re and efhetive implementation of their development 
plans as they strive to B.dd a measure of produotivity and progress to their 
names while trying t~ overeO'lle the chronie internal probl"1ll5 of overpmpula-
tion", unde:rutilii!'ation of re50ur"'85, v.nemployment, hunger and poor tealth 
. , 
and oducation. It is argued here that only by eonsidering the most re~ar 
and eem'llon units of differentiated yet organized living, that moa~nities 
ropreSf'nt., as the priMBry \tnits of de ... elopment,and the organization of eODl-
munities into rmgions,on a geographieal and ecologieal ~sis.as the ecntral 
fodi of social planning /lnd development will developing lIountries most 
effeetively dMl with their internal pro~esSI}S and progress. 
To this end, it is essential to understand the nature of the eom~unity 
and the region, to understand the limitations and contributions of past 
investigations, and to synthesize both substantive and methodologieal prin-
"iples €oneerning the impact of what is herein t$rmed eommunity-regional 
analysis on devalopw-ent poliey formulation. The researeh reported hero as a 
part of this general inquiry was undert8ken to test out one form of eemmunity-
regional analysis based on a gem,ral methodologieal as ~,ell as theoretieel 
model developed during this writer's studies of the past year. 
The. "eneral orientation of this report focuses on both the substanth·o 
issues involved in dan sing a fram(>l-lork of analysis of eomr.n:o.nity-region 
systems and th@ir deve10p~ent potential; a review of the discussion en Carib-
bean social Rnd coms:unity organization; tho ~ontribution of the writer's 
research in eastern .Jemaica to tp" "01'''' problems for analytieel eon:-id"ration; 
and aonclusions eoneerning dey~lopment or eommunity-re~ional systems in torms 
of struotural, enYiro~~§nttl, and 0oo1otj~al influeneos. 
PART I CONCEPTUAL FRA11EMORK 
CQllU!IUnity stud:i.es han a rather long and established history in the 
field of soeial inquiry, and they haT~ foeused not only on American towns 
and cities but also on eo~~nities around the world. The fo~us ef the inves-
tigations. however has lar~ely been insular and generalized in nature, since 
the investigator has usually concentrated on living in and understanding 
the internal worHngs and external relations of a. single eOlll:l1unity in order 
to aequire a firmer knowledge of the larg"r society as a whole. As far 
as the studie 5 h've gone. they have indeed helped a great deal in elueidating 
complex questions· of social or~anization. family and kinship, economies, 
religion and other social aotivities, What the studies laek by the very 
definition of their purpose •. though, is any analysis of how I!oll1munities 
, , 
interaet in groups, that i~, bow they communicate, what they pass between 
them, what hieral·chies exist, and how different groups of communities differ 
in terms of spedalization and adaptation. 
Regional studies have bean undertaken in various forms and in vari9us 
fields of ~nquiry and usually bave the goal of analyzi~ the distribution 
of interaction of a given faetor or set of factors o:-rer a geogra.phical. area. 
Many "eonomi" and politieal, and somo sociologieal, investigations have been 
lIonducted in this vein but the limitation inlc.erent in these kinds of inves- . 
tigations is thejr concentration on the factor or faetors as the unit ef 
analysis. One exeeption that this ~!riter has discussed in a previous pap*r 
1 
is the regional stttdy undertak~n by P.W. English of the Kirman area of Iran. 
Here, the.analysis was not so much dir~eted to the uncovering of the distri-
bution f1>f a. givon factor among the v8rious sizes and types of conmnmities 
1. P.W. English (1966) City and Villar" in Irani Settlement and economy in 
the KirF..an &sin (Madisonl University \'isoonsin Press). 
as the nature of the actual distribution and arrangement of the oommuni-
ties themselvesl the faColtors beeame indicators of community types rather 
than the aetual units oC analysis, and the 8onelusions about developmental 
potential Were reached not for a community but for the region as a whole, 
that is, for. the syst"m of interacting eommunities •. The general orientation 
providod by En~lish's study provides some insight into the kind af regional 
investigation being considered in this paper. 
In the early part of the 1960's John Friedmann took part in a regional 
develapment analysis at the invitatian of the Venezuelan government. The 
2 
outoome of his investigation is his work Regional Development Poliey in 
which he attempts to formulate principles and a.theory af regional develop-
ment for developing nations. The contribution .. of. this work to an ovorall 
inqui~ into eommunity-r.gional systems is only peripheral however, sinee 
, 
tho focus is on the int4l'gr,ation of regions ~ development units into a 
national development program and not on the integr~~ion of oomponents of 
regions; moreover, eommunitl"s as such are not the units of al1/l.1ysis nor 
the fOQUS of attention, rather factors of production, labor flows and 
other essentially economie factors are the main eonsideration. But these 
limitations aside. the basic attempt to c:lassify. tYJ?<!IS of regions as well 
as types of r$~ional dovelopm£nt strategies is usef~ in any investi~ation 
of regions or parts of regions for development potential. Where such poli-
des as program loeation. urbanization, resource utilhation, and trans-
port and eO!'ll1lunication can be specified per regjon, the criteria can be 
shifted ta co~~unities tremselves rather than eoono~@ factors without 
distorting the effeats 01' development. The essential problem, however, is 
still to detElrmine the kinds of areas (regions) "here certain typos of 
2. J. Friedl1'.1lnn (1966) Rational Development Poliey -- A case study of Vene-
zuela (Boston I MIT Press) 
developmental policies and strate~ies work. This probl~m is tho central 
theme of.tho present inquiry. 
What 1s needed, then, is a study of regions as organizations of OOM-
munities in terms of their development potential. And whore the goal of 
development uan be kept in mind as a long term end we ean more profitably 
turn pr .... sently to a consideration of tho means, or type of analysis t.o be 
empayed to diseover the actual organization of e0mM?nity-regions. This 
analysis must in essence ~ systemie, drawing upon both structural and 
functional poin~of view -- and wDile the researeh·i~ 13rgely structural 
in nature. tbo correlates an:! conclusions drawn inelude funetiElnal aspects. 
It must investigate regional organization in tenns.of overall settlement 
patterns, including distributions, differentiation, and regional bierar-
. - t .' , 
ebies. Finally it !1!Ust de?l with the inte~ration of eommunity regions, on ., 
what bases they are formed, what kinds of networks exist, what types of 
linkagt<s function to integrate rettions, whe.t distill{'1.linhes a poorly inte:" 
grated re~.ion from a hitthly integrated one. 
It shou1d be kept in mind, however, as this discussion is pursued, 
I .. 
that we are principally concerned with developing areas in genere.l and, as 
v~· :-. j'" 
the case around which the roseareh reported herein is centered, with Carib-
bean soeiety. its sub-national regional organization end development poten-
t-: ~.,' ~., ". 
tial in particular. A systems appree~h is the basis of the @'.eneral theore-
tieal view taken up in the last section of the paper, but a distinctly 
organic or eeolorieal enalof!U" is to be assumed for diseussion of tbe lIoneep-
tualization of c0t111lUnity-r"r.ions, especially as regards their relations to 
their local resouree environro~nts. I~stly. inBsmueh as the research in 
Jamaiea reported h"r~in can be considerod the analyticel eore of the paper, 
the discussion is foaused on elucidating its substa.ntive and methodologieal 
problems. However, the paper as a whole goes mush beyond the actual 
researeh reportal':" sinoo it is en attempt to suu~nariz .. as much theoretieal 
as well as analytical material as perta.ins to the contrel :l.ssue of ummunity-
rerion development. 
~ . - .. ,." .. , 
T}1e Community - w. concur with Adams and Havens' 3 declaration that 
for traditione.l (developing) areas, the functional unit of analysis is the 
. 4 
commu.nity, as has also been stated by the rural soeiolo!,"ist T. Lynn Smith. 
Adams and Havens reason that 
First of all, the com~nity frequently approaches self-suffi-
cioney and 81so contains a majority of the important soeial 
institutions Hithin its eonfines. Furtl'ermore, it is oft..n 
isolated from outside eo~~nications. (5) 
Whether or not we oe.n ap.~"" that the cOIr.ri1unity is isolated, there can bit 
little doubt that in most instances and to some degree the community does 
r"p~sent a self-sufficient or autonomous unit, but this point is only to 
irrlicate that a eom:1Unity refleets ,. eluster of iselatable stru"tures and 
functions end presents :l.tself to the abs,",rver as on ... type, whatever its 
- 6 
range of variation, of organization. (Here, an orga.nization will be ini-






"en~;al prororam of activities, and procedures for 
For Roland l{arren, the eo:n",unity is more solidly defined by location 
and spatial emphasesl 
3. D.l ..... Adams and A.E. Eavens (1966) I The use of socrio-econemie researeh in 
developing a strat"f)' of chant~e for rural CO'lUl1u-lities I A Colombian 
oxamplt>I EDee 14 (Jan.), 204-16. 
4, T. lynn Smith (1942) I 1'lce role of the villal'e in .American rural sodety; 
.t-'Ilral SO<!iolo!,y 51 10-21. 
'5. ' 110 m" 0-" U:o~~~s ('9'::'::\ ib'd ~ ""~ _ .tiUu«.;. "', ...... ~'Q.,.".IL ,.A. ...... "',/ __ ~_" 1-' ....... ' ...... 
6. For instance, see Pel'k and Burf,"ss' (1924) roster of organization j.n the 
.. 
introduction to their book. The Scien~e of Soeiety ( ) p.38. 
7. after T. Caplow (1964) I Principles of Ol'(DniZ'ltion (NYI Harcourt, Bra<>e 
and \;;orld). 
We shall consid~r a co~~unity to be that combination of 50 .. ial 
units and systems whioh p~rform the major social functions 
having locality relevance, 
Such funotions, Warren indicates, ineludel (l)produetion-distribution-
eonsumption, (2) socialization, (3) social control, (4) social participa-
tion, and (5) mutual support,8 In addition, Adams and Havens have outlined 
the typas of structure and function for which information might be gathered 
in the community, in~luding such items as physical (habitat) conditions, 
cultural patterns, historical patterns of change, co~~nity articulation 
with other syste:nS, eeonomie structure, human resources, family structure, 
educational system, eco1esiastic~1 structure, and decision-making preeesses.9 
Tho spatial aspect introdu€"cd by "ari-en suggests the mediu.'U ;1ithin 
llhieh we must always consider communities I the environment. There is 
always a physical setting in which co~~nities are set and to one degree 
or "another this setting will influence the organization and activit.ies of 
them. ibis eMlogical framework, one in which eOllL"lUnities are recornized 
as :I.ns!'parab1e from their enviromm'nts, suggests locally a "human ecological" 
approach as introdueed by such earlier sociologists"as" Park,10 McKenzie ,11 
and Hawley12, it also implies Ultimately the contribution a regional-cont.ex-
tual viewpoint will have to the understanding of the" organization of eonmruni-
ties. 
At the localized level, the eeolol'ica1 reference stems directly from 
the explorations of biologists into biotic communities. Eugene Odum defines 
the organic or biot.jc community as 
any assemble"ge of populations livinf'; in a prescribed area or phy-
sical habitat.; it is a loosely organhed unit t.o the extent. that 
it has cparacteristics additional to its individual and population 
8. R.L. War-ten (1963): The Com'1lu'lity in Am"riea (Chicago I Rand McNnlly & Co.) p.9. 
9. Adams and Havens, ibid. p.206-214. 
10. R.E. Park (1952) I Human Communit.ies (NYI Free Pross of Glencoe). 
11. R.D. McKenzie (1931)1 H~man ~color,y, Encyclop~dia of t.he Social Seienees 
(NY I }ia"Hillan Co.) 
12. A.H. Hawl"y (1950)1 HUman Ecolor:y (NY, Ronald Press Co.). 
components ••• It is the living part of the ecosystem •• (13) 
Here, assembla~e can be taken as the equivalent o~ a delineable organization. 
and Oduro indicates that these kinds of eommMnities are chiefly identifiable 
·Ex trair organization (eharacteristie andunita~y trophie composition) 
and by their functional unity. In addition, each eemmunity has a unique 
metabolism, a "pattern of eneru flow". It may bo difficult in seme eases 
to .describe boundaries for various connnunities, but. since the classification 
can be made in terms of three criteria -- major structural features, phy-
sieal habitat, and funetional attributes -- the description will usually 
beaccurate. Th'" question of boundaries, however, reme.ins a serious eon-
sideration. and it can either be resolved in terms of ehecklists of attri-
butes present or absent or be left for experimental or statistical identi-
fication. The latter approach is usually adopted in order to allow more 
flexibility in identifyin~ eommunities, and is based upon the discovery of 
14 
discontinuities in the distribution of attributes • 
. Finally classifioation of community stability is also analyzed by 
ecologist.s and has developmental implications in the consideration of the 
ehanr,es in composition and activity, rate of energy and material flow,and pro-
ductivity and density, OVer time expressed in eommunities. A clustering of 
eommunities in transition is referred to as a sere and a '''mature'' or 
eeGlE>~ically stable and dominant eommunity (in relaUonship to its environ-
ment) is deseribod as a climax community. Recently, Edward Kormondy has 
noted that 
[[hi] climax community results when no other combin8.tion of species 
is successful in outcomp"U.nr- or replacing the climax ('ommunity. In 
part, this is to be exp18ined by the toler8nce limits and optimum 
requirements inherent in each species. (15) 
13. E.P. Odum (1959)1 Fundament.als of EcoloFY (Phila: W.B. Saunders CG.) p.245. 
14. SEle Odum's chapter' Prinei.ples and concepts perte.inin(" to organization 
at the community level, ib:1d. pp.245-2'38. 
15. E.J. KorrnOlndy (1969) Concepts of EcolofY (Englewood Cliff, N.J.I Prentie@-
Hall Inc.) p.158. 
-9-
, ~ ,< .,; 
Stability, he adds, is primarily a function of speeies diversity, i.e. its 
. 16 
eompositional heterogeneit~. 
To what degree the ecolo~ical analogue from biology ean be utilized in 
a discussion and analysis of eommunity-regions in a sooial Qontext is diffi-
.u1t to say. Certainly there has been heavy criticism in the past over the 
use of such an "nalogue, over the theoretical implications and OYer the nature 
of its seeming reductionism. For Leonard Reissman, the ecological approaeh 
"provides at best some important techniques and insi~hts, but not a self-
eontained 
• 17 
theory". Esology is viewed only as the study of spatially medi-
sted organizati9ns with the subsumed variables of environment, technology 
and population as 'the br0ad focii of analysis •. But this view is meaningful 
if . one accepts ~lith Reissman the conelusion thateeology is !!2i a social 
theory nor does it fully provido the propositions for a general urban soeiolo-
gieal theory. It does, however, offer useful generalizations Qoncerning the 
or~anization and distribution of social activities based on loeational eri-
teria, and as long as the fallacy of deYisi~ a one-to-one eorrespondenee 
between analytical fields is recognized and avoided, the generality of soms 
of its princlples ean be effeotively utilized, Indeed, in reviewing the 
major contributions to urban sooiology (here taken br08dly to indude eo'mllll.nity 
and regional studies too). Reiss'11an hims"lf concludes that "eeolo~ is still 
the closest we have ceme to a systematic theory of the city. ,,18 
What then are the implications for the study of an ""ologioal approaeh 
to comlunity? First of all, He must define the emphasis of the analysis as 
essenU.1l1ly structural, a study of the distribution, differentiation, hierar-
cp.ization and overell orzaniz?tion of activities arrl facilities. Functionsl 
16. ibjd. p.159. 
17.1,. He:L:S!1lan (1970) Th, Urban Precess -- Cities in Industrial Societies 
(NY Free Press) p.120. 
18. ibj~. p. 93; my emphasis 
oomplements are not itnored, however, since they are part and parcel of 
the substantivo nature of com'uunity-rogion systems I but they are here treated 
as o=orrelates of strueture'( the reverse view. of eQurse, could also be taken) 
to be studied likewise in terms of distributional effects. In the analysis 
presented, the specific functions to be regarded inelude resource utilization, 
distribution-consumption proeesses, and consequent social processes. Secondly, 
an ecologieal approach points out the significant aro. essent.ial referent we 
shall have in an analysis of environment.al effect.s both in terms of physi-
eal sett~ng and in terms of resource potential. for utilization. Finally, 
in. relation to the general developmental orientation of the entire study, 
the eeological feeus uc~n dominance and succession, and broad elassificatory 
problems will be valuable .in outlining the typos of oom~nity-regions and, 
on this basis, the general potential for regional development in a compara-
tive framework. 
The Region -- If we may extend the ecological argument a step further, 
we may note that ecological co~munities are isolatable in one sense only, 
in relation to an exploration of their internal characteristies. When 
one turns to external relations of eomnmnities, we must immediately recognize 
the importance of cow~unities in interaction as groups defined by a larger, 
more variant, but still co~on envirorunent. Here we approach the concept of 
regionalism in so('i2.1 analysis. as distinct from ecosystems in biolot"Y. 
'l'he region is characteriz,ed,in an elementary sense, by aggregation and 
and integration. A grouping of individual communities alone cannot be con-
sidered a TeFion unless there can be shown a definite coresion by way of inter-
aetions, transfers, interd~pendenci~s and the like between communities. The 
interdependeu<le may be a s simple (and least co)-·esh·1!') as s}oar1ng: a common 
resource-environment or bounded Eeographieal area, or it may be as complex 
as the number of interactions and transfers of eneru am matter may specify. 
Int~rration. as a prinoiple, here refers then to a speaifioation CIlf inter-
relatedness, a mutual causation, or better, a mutual contingenoy, Inte-
gration, however, !lI11st not be v-iewed as directly oorrelated with a((rega-
tion, but more with an optimum size am distribution, sin~e the effects of 
extreme argregation can be deleterious both to the organization am to the 
environ~ent. Integrated regions, therefore, strike.a balance between aggre-
gation, density effects, am hierarchi.,al distributions on the one ham, am 
isolation am randGmizo!l.tion on the other. Here, the functional utility of 
various interactions am linkages plays its greatest role in identifying 
rer,ional integration, am j.n our study functional linkages will necessarily 
be analyzed in order to deterndne the degree of integratjon am henae the 
nature of am potential for development. 
Age.in llC should turn to a more precise idea of the definition of region 
as an organization. And a.gain it should not be upon the bases of boundary 
limitations or social unity ~~. as Reissman implies, .that we typify 
19 
regions. Rather, the more adaptable 8pproaeh of empirical verifieation 
is taken. D. Amadeo, in fact, provides a model for the identificatien of 
regions am systems of regions bs.sed on an optirr.ization approeeh that relies 
on the study of "total vll.riancE> behavior". A region, in his view, then be-
comes 
a set of location units homog;eneous with respect to thej.r values 
on a particular set of phenomena. Homog~neity of a region refers 
to the veriance of its individuals with respect to a certain 
point like its mean. (20) 
Total variance metr'ods are jn a sense just the converse or complement to the 
analysis of discontinuities I instead of defining tbe boundary of a system, 
19. ibid. p.99. 
20. D. !\mlldeo (1969) An optimjzRtion approach to the identification of a 
system of r~gions; RSA Papers 23; p.25. 
its content is empirically derived. 
The. region therefore becomes the most self-contained unit for develop-
ment, including .rithin its snape (a) its component range end types of Clom-
munities, (b) the inters,ctions and linkages b~tween the communities, and (e) 
a COllL'llOn resource-environment that bounds the region generally into a dynamic 
system. Naturally. the study eould continue to higher" levels of' analysis. 
to. take in macro-regions composed of basic regional units, and these in 
turn could be subsumed under national development analyses. But at these 
higher le~-els, the community as'a component generally loses significance and 
has little relevance; factDrs and flows Qf a more ebstract and ag'gregate 
nature replace socially-based activities and facilities. The ecologieal 
region, and its soeiel system expressed as cOllL~nity-region, prQvides the 
optimum level at Hhiah a chiefly social analysis ",an be undertaken -- even 
if structurally based Iilf aggregates of cOrtlJllunities. 
1" 
Development The economic bia $ of aid prop:rams in the past has 
eentered the quest for change and development strategies on accomplishing 
rrowth, first and foremost. i he pa.th is. in one sense, understa,ndable given 
the dorr.inanee of eCGnDmie thought j,n most deve10ped countries. Industriali-
zation, after all, involves the aec\llI1ulation of ee,pital in mechanical, non-
agrarian produQtion and growth is therefore the increase in this kind of 
product.ion; indeed growth is what is measured and taken as evidence of fur-
ther industrial econonrle progress. And groV1th is the philosophy espoused 
both in developed and developin~ countries, But quantitative change does 
not imply nor does it. necessarily facilitate qualitative change. Moreover, 
@"rowth entails a eest, an increase in the depletion of whatever resource base 
is being considered. recent analys"s, although not conclusive, surt-est that 
growth -- I:>S a philosophy or as a dynamic -- can no lonce, r be sustained in 
the world system ~iven current usages of resources and current effeots 
21 
apon the uar2d environment. 
E,S. Dunn has pointed out that while growth refers to the way a sys-
tem inoreases the smal~ of its social strufttures and the quantitative level 
Clf its aetivities, development refers to the way a system is transformed in 
its behav:u.ral mode; simplistically, growth is related to size and develGp-
ment is re1ated to complexity.22 It must be seen that a system as 
such must be primarily con€erned with survival through adaptation to its 
surroun::!inr;s, to its external environment and impingin@: activities; this 
idea is a ~eneral> evolutional prinoiple. That a system's behavior must 
adapt over time to ohanging eircumstanoes implies that it learn strategies 
and progr_s of activity andorganir,ation that maintain an optimum inter-
action witiJ the environment. Stable regional systems, then, a,s pointed out 
will be d~.erse an::! diff"erentiated in order to most effeet.ively deal with 
diverse enyironments and interactions. The intlrease in complexit.y rather 
than s17,e. then, is the pr:imary indication of a more adapted and stable 
region; th'llls, development of a regional system, in terms of differentiation 
and strucmral-funational adapt.ation, is the essential strategy of survival. 
The degree ·to which a system is developmentally adjusted ~Till determine the 
nature of l;11e change in scale that (Ian be afforded adaptively by the system. 
Or as Dunn 'Mrites I 
"The most important. thing about social change or ••• system t.rans-
formation j.s not the chang'" in scale but the changes in behavior 
because, nltimately, all positive changes in seale ere dependent 
upon the latter. Furtlcermore, it is behavioral change in a social 
system. 'that renerates the special probl(,IDs of adaptation ... (23) 
In the final view development and rrowth must be seen as complementary 
21. See, roo- example, JoYl. Forr""ster (1971) World Dynamios (Ca:nbrid~el 
Wrirht-.Illlen) • 
22. E.S. Ilmnn, Jr. (1971) Economic and Sodal DevelopoTent -- a pro"",ss of 
soc:la11ea:y"in/f (Resources for the FUt.ure Inc. I John Hopkins Press). 
23. 1:1?i:! •• ]p.litl. 
modos of Adaptation. Here, however, we shall refrain from analyzjng ~rovth 
outright since the r"~iGns we analyze are more sootio-structural in "haraeter 
than elllol'lO'mie. To be sure the demo~raphic backdrop prevents us from e11-
minatinr, &growth consjderations altogether sinee we must, under the beadhr~ 
of eonstraining variables. eonsider p<>pule,tion problems. Nevertheless. 
the emphasis of the discussion is <>n the nature and kind of regional dii'-
ferentiatiQn of communities present and therefore on the potential ada pta-
ti0ns possable to new eonfif'Urations, that is, on the developmental pros-
pects of community regions. 
A eo~luding note should not fail to point Gut the neeessity of dis-
tinguishing between internal an:i external processes, includi~ aid ,and 
developmel'lit, as far as the seops of this study oarries us. Internal develop-
ment of a ~iven community is understan:iably different from the internal 
denlopmel'lit of a rl'gion. The internal relations of a eom!llunity will pro-
bably have little direet effect upon the internal ~ external relations 
of the reg:ion as a ",hole. But the, effects ()f internal and external factors 
of aid, d~lopment. and relations in general between eaoh other are more 
complex ana this complexity should be kept in mind. The amount of publie 
aid found ~n each community may well affeet eaah community's external rela-
tillns and ~n addit.ion may weD be an indilllator fIIf the region's internal 
developme~I'likewise the external relations of a ~iven region may affect 
the amount of aid available to each community; or the internal relations of 
a region iD terms of inter-conL~nity interaetions may well indicate the 
developme~ potential of the rercions. inese kj~nds of relations re!ll8in to 
be empi:r-ieally derived. 
In aIllY ease. developmel<t is here used t.o identify tre internal and 
exte:r-nel ~~eesses of Bommunities and reF-ions and thereby measure the capa-
city of a _mll!Unity-regional system to "ca:r-l'Y" a certain mode of complex 
. ,
or(,an1zat~on and behavior. 1his development is ultimately reflected in 
the differentiation and distribution of activities and facilities among a 
set of cGnnmunities in relation to its resource-environment. 
Methodology We are now in a position to present the general 
methodolo,~ieal framework for the body of this in:juiry in terms of the con-
cepts so ~ar explicated. In the present study of eo~~nity-region systems, 
the unit ef analysis is the oommunity while the framework within wbieh the 
in:juiry is undertaken is the region defined as the aggregation of communities 
including their l?nkages and interactions in a spatia-eeological setting 
represented as the resource-environment. Our ,analysis is essentially strue-
tural in :ll:ts applied form sinGe it eon"entrates on the underlying physieal 
factors a~ evidenees of communities as tbey form parts of regional net-
works. 1m its spatio-physicality, our framework coneentrates on j,dentifying 
the locat~n and distribution of various types of community and inter-eom~ 
munity fa€dlities and activities. By identifying the Tarious distributional 
patterns, ~e hop~ to find elues to ,the kinds of regional differentiation to 
be found in a developing setting. Of consequence, a'speeial emphasis must 
be given tc analyzing the nature of the regional enviro~~ent in terms of 
both pbys:l<eal para,rneters, and resource potential as well ,as utilization. 
In this sense. the environ~ent is both a potential asse,t and a potential 
eonstraint~ Since resource potential has already been reners,lly discussed, 
let us bri,<efly examjne the implications of a constraint approach. In 
the past, mruch attention has been given the potential thought to be required 
in order Jor ndequBte change to oceur. However since change was usually 
framed in ~erms of gro~~h. the problem was little more than one of searching 
for those ~ools and resources thought to spur growth on. By concentrating 
en positiv® incentives, hON"v"r, the inber«nt stabilizing forces within a 
system Her", usually igncre-d or deemed h-reJevDnt. When che.nge did not occur 
or. took _the wrong track, the blame was placed on lack of proper incentives. 
Any system, relatively stable within its environmental setting for some time, 
is in a dynamic equilibrium that maintains proper funetional relationships 
and an optimum organization. The failure to take account of the stabilizin~ 
forces inherent in such a system .rill only lead any planned attempt at 
ehange int.o unplanned results or failure. A" constraint analysis takes 
account o:f the operating parameters, in addition to more manift"st variables, 
guiding a dynamic system's behavior; it takes into account tpe limiting 
factors tbw:t impose certain courses of action, or organization of systemic 
elements, upon the system; and, ultimately, it defines the limits within 
whieh ~hange can occur since constraints are almost always more narrowly 
defined than potentials. Sueh a constraint analysis is quite closely 
tied to a structural analysis since limiting parameters themselves are 
more near1y structural in nature. In a constraint-oriented, structural 
analysis, then, wc shall focus on suah aspects. as the size of elements and 
~roups o~ elements, the ccmposition and distribution of various factors in 
cGmr!lunities and regions, the availability of resources, the utilization 
efficiency of resources, modes of adaptation and patterns of differentiatien, 
boundary .~diation functions, information and communication e~ann~ls, their 
rate of now end maximum capacity, the degree of hierarchioal or~a.nizatiGn 
and the centrality of control, the codification of. processes and activities, 
modes of reproduction and reconstitution, fission and fusion, and patterns 
of system redundancy and complementarity. 
Theoretical Orientation -- The type of methodoloe;ieal fra:ne'TOrk 
presented above provides the means for carrying through to hypothetical for-
mulation t~e conc~pts previously developed. A structural analysis neces-
sarily lea<ls us to focus on the physical basis of MllL'11Unity-retions as far 
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liS conerGte analysis is ccncerood. Am the physieal bases· of eOJJllllUnity-
regional 5yst~ms ar~ primarily spatial and IDeational. We theref0re posit 
that I 
(I) the location of various facilities and activities of and between 
communities will determine the nature and type of regional system 
under consideratienl furthermore, this loeational B.nalysis will 
indicate the functional attributes of the system, and the speeific 
fllcility-aethity matrix so located will correlate with the func-
tions pertaining to various types of regional systems. 
The region, however, must not be considered.spsrt from its own looa-
tional matrix and therefore the environmental setting must be a significant 
attribute in this frame"ork. Indeed we propose that 
(II) the environ!nent, consisting of both potentially utilizable 
resources and constraining physical factors, largely determines 
tho locational matrix of activities and facilitfes to be found in 
a given rCl'ion. structural aspects sll('h as land holdinrs and 
"~"enerl!'y-and-predll<:!tion resources. social aspects such as social 
organiz.atiQn of the means of pr0duction and resource utilization, 
.. ' 
and phys:ical aspects such as climate and topograpl,y, will all 
influence the nature 2nd blpact of the environment. 
General Conceptual Model for the Study 
of Commllnity-P~gional Systems ~- The community will be 
taken as an ecolof;ical unit with spatial and locational significance pri-
marily; its social importance and contribution to rerional systems derives 
from the location and distribution of social activities and facilities (struc-
tures. organizations and institutions included). Such a locational and 
spatial foundation and the mode of interaction derived from it are suggested 
by some theoreticians of ~~ograp~ical and ~r,i~nal analysis. A form of 
density-deF~'~~nt gravity mod61 oonceives of spatial units loeated accord~ 
ing to the environmental potential or carrying eapAcity of a given area. 
The concentration of units varies, in John Friedmann's view, according 
to an access criterion measuring potential interaction; the more inter-
action potentially available to an area, the more aeoessible it is, and 
the more probable that it will have a higher concentration of locational 
units. For Friedma~~. interaction involves, ultimately, information 
exchange and this exchange takes place via communication channels that 
are facilitated by locational concentrationl 
, for 8, given area, as mass is increased (e.g •• the' number of people) 
and average distance among the elementary particles composing 
this mass is reduced ••• potential inform8tion exchange will tend 
to increase. This relationship is fundamental to all gravity 
models ••• (24) 
In consideration of a general model for such locational detp-rmination we 
can refer to an article by Glass and Tobler on the distribution of objects 
in Il field. While their study emphasized, a 'uniform distribution and a homo-
geneous field (e,.g •• part of the Spanish Plateau southeast of Madrid) it 
would seem that the idea of alloHing inhomogeneity into the field without 
radically alterrin~ the implications for distribution via a radial distri-
bution function is amenable to their discussion. Specifically, the basis 
fer the definit.ion of and constraints On interaction should continue to des-
crib" 
damped oscillations in density ••• characteristic of distribu-
'tions 'in 'Thich objects are funda""mtally randomly dispersed, but 
are subjected to repu] sive int .. rnctions which tend to diminish 
the probability of fin-cling tHO objects close to each other. (25) 
Their Gwn conclusion, in fnct, is that I "No matter what syste", is considered, 
24. J. Friedmann (1968) An informntion model of urban1zation, Urban Affairs 
Quarterly, 4(2) (Dec.) p.236. 
25. L. Glass & H.H. Tobler (1971) Uniform dhtdbution of objects in a homG-
geneous field I cities on a plein, Nature 233(S"p"-.3) p.63. 
this hypothesized repulsive field plays much the same role as the inter-
molecular potential in the theory of liquids .. ?6. Such a r,sneral spatial 
matrix provides us with a re~ional medium in which to discover the varying 
particulBr patterns and organization of locational units, na'lely com.llunities. 
The formation of c01lmunity regions then, can be broadly construed, as K. 
Dziewcnski has suggested, as the friction of space enabling communities to 
compete with each other as locational units; this system formation, he 
further notes. usually takes the form of an urban hi.erarehy, based on the 
degree and range of specializations each community represents.2? 
In the prcposed view of community-regions and development, communities 
must not be seen 8S static entities, since they are. the elements of a dyna-
mic system. Over time, communities will not only show various forms of dif-
ferentiat.ion, but they will also vary in internal size, composition, and 
distributicn of nctivities and facilities. Y.V. Medvedkov, for one, has 
posited that ''with the dominance of speciali7,ation, the tendency toward the 
.. 28 
integration of Lcommunitiei! into one system is increasing" • Stuart Dodd 
has suggested a diffusion formula that relates town size to the degree of 
internal interaction, another form of informational"theory.29 And George K. 
Zipf worked on models of 50cial organization an:! ranking of sooial units 
30 
based on a harmonic series. It will be important, then, to keep in mind 
when dealing with individual cO,"<nUnities at least the key structural ideas 
of size. composition an:! disty·ibution in order to ascertain patterns of dif-
ferent1ation and general hierarchies of orgs.nization. 
He of course must go beyond the level of' thf' individual community. The 
26. ibid. 
27. K. Dziewonski (1970) Speciali7,ation and urban systems, RSA Pepers, 29139-45. 
28. Y.V. Hedvedkov (1967) The concept of entropy in settleMent pattern analy-
sis, RSA Papers. 18,p.45. 
29. S.C, Dodd (1957) A power of tc.rn size predicts an internal interacting, 
Social Forcos 36 (Dec) 132-37. 
30. G.K. Zipf (19',0) The gen'HDll~·.ed h8~.",onic series as a fundamental prin-
ciple of social organiz.ation, Psycholorical Record 4. 
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region consists of co~~nities in interaction and we therefore will want to 
ascertain the distributional pattern of groups of communities as far as 
their size and composition are concerned. This structural determination of 
regional patterns will also be llccompal1:ied by lln examination of the func-
tional linkages behlcen communities, generally in terms of transportation, 
communication, trade and other flows, as well as patterns of institutional 
arrangements between communities. 
Based upon the discovery of interactional patterns as well as specific 
individual compositions, 'we should be able to say something about the parti-
cular specialization of some key communities and the lack of it in others, 
and to define clear hierarchies of communities that will vary in their 
patterning and thus provide a clue as to the specialized or otherwise parti-
cular nature of a (!,iv"n regional syst .. m. 
Finally, based on these findings, we should be able to estimate the 
developmental correlates of i~dividual cOIl'Jnunities and the development 
potent.:la.l of the X'''f'ion as a whole, its nature and degree of isolation or 
external relat.ions. and the possible modes of internal restructuring and 
functional adaptation, based on the discovered or j.nferred patterns 'of 
co~~nity djstribution and regional composition. 
-a-
PART II THE CARIBBEAN AND JAMAICAN CONTEXTS 
, 
The Caribbean is best regarded as 8 unique, socio-cultural area in the 
Americas that has received comparatively little attention as f~r as. either 
'prospects for development or the patterns of co~munity differentiation and 
re~ionali~ation are concerned. Geographically and ecologically, the Car-
ribean shares a common insular-mediterranean structure, which can be divided 
into the Bahamas. the Greater Antilles, a nd the lesser Antilles, the last 
division of which has been divi.ded into the more northern leeward islands 
." " .. ~., . 
and the southern lvindwards. As far as the general 50cial analytical nature 
of this study is concerned, we shall be able to ex~"mine the kinds of what 
Vayda and P.appaport have called unique island cultures, with special con-
", 
sideration of the influence of relative isolation and limited territory on 
.".""" ~ 
cultural differentiation. Indeed spatial and struotural constraints will 
be more fruitfully studied here in view of their visibility and relatively 
..... 
major role in determining the kinds of social organization to be found. 
The Caribbean. or West Indies, as a particular isolatable sociocultural 
area, has been described in terms of specific characteristics Qy several 
writers. Hichael Horowitz has written that the West Indies is peculiar. at 
least as a cultural area, since it comprises no indigenous people I the 
abGriglnes who originally ranged througb this area had been all but wiped 
eut by the first Spanish settlers and 'conquistadores' during the 16th and 
17th centuries. Furthermore, demographically, the Caribbean can be studied 
largely in terms of a wholly transplanted population, the millions of Africans 
whose de-scenciants. in lorge pert intermixed racielly with the resid",nt Et ~ 
ropean minority and form the basis, along with the l.ter migrant ethnic 
groups of Chinese, East Indians and a sprinklinr of others, of a multi-racial, 
• 
31. A.p. Vayda & H.A. Rappaport (1970) Ir,land cultures, in Harding & Wallace 
(ed!!.) CulturElS of the Pac1fie - Sel('ct~d Readings (NYI Free Press) pp.5-12. 
or plura~ society. 
Ecenromically, the Caribbean is alse sinrularly unique in its tr8di~ 
ti&nlJ.l e.oo contint',ing support of a monoarop, proletarianized plantation 
productiom system alongside (and more often than not in competition idth) 
a diversiffied traditional-agrarian peasantry. 
Thiroly, t.he Caribbean is united in its cemmon colonial history G)f 
mercantile exploitation by European metropoles (includin~ Spanish, Portu-
guese, ~ch. French, English, and even American). One of the most preb-
lema tic legacies of this aiverse but singularly functioning colonialism, as 
Horowitz ri~htly points out, is its complex leral ~eritage. 
Findly, in Horowitz' s view, the \-Jest Indies share a unique and per-
plexing social structure, Qne whose stratificational hierarchy has its roots 
in colonialism and its branches in the complex tens ion-filled identit.y and 
"12 
p,wer movement.s of t.he present.. ~ 
To Sidney Hintz t.he Car1bbean islands "constitute the oldest colonial 
sphere or Mestern European o'Cersea·s expansion". ('Ihere are several islands 
that are st,ill colonies.) In this author's view, nine major features express 






1ewland, subtroptcal insular ecology; 
tire swift extirpation of native populations; 
t.he< early definition of the islands as a sphere of European 
overseas agricultural capitalism, based primarily on the sugar-
~ne, African slaves, and the plantation system; 
~e conco:nitant development of insular social structures in 
wich internally d:lffcr",ntiated local community organization 
1i12S slj,(.ht, and n"tional class rroup:lngs usually t€lok on a 
b~pclar form, sustained by overseas domination, sharply 
d:ifferentiated access to land, wealth, and political power, 
am the use o:f prys) eel differ,'nces as sta t.us msrkers; 
ibl1e cont.inuous :Interplay of plantations and small-scale 
:l!'6oman ngricul ture. with acc0mpanying social-structural 
e:ffects; 
tile successive introduction of massive now 'f .. reign' 
32. M.H. EI<orowih (1967) Horne-Pays>:nl Peasant VinAl''' in Mnrtintque (liolt 




populations into the! lewer sectors of insular social stru.c-
tures, und~r conditions of extremely restricted opportunities 
ror up>lard eCGnomie, social, or political mobility; 
the prevailing abs~nce of any ideolor,y of national identity 
that could serve as a goal for mass acculturation; 
the! persist'mee ef' eolonialism, and of the cGlonial ambiance. 
lon~er than in any other area outside ",,,,stern Europe; 
a high defree of individualization -- particularly economio 
individualization -- as an aspect of Caribbean social organi-
zation. (33) 
Sueh a list seems to concentrate overly much on the deficiencies in 
social Qrganization end behavior to be found in the Caribbean, but it must 
be recognized that pert Gf the Caribbean's uniqueness. ironically enough. 
lies in its anomalous character. Mintz maintains tha.t while the West 
, 
Indies has economic preble·ms cemmG>n with many other strum,.lin". developing 
na.tioris. socially the area l1.nd its societies "are amoll( the most western-
ized of the modern ,':arld", in terms of length of European contact, princi-
pal mede or economtc ort;snization, and elimination of 'primitive' cultures;34 
we should. add to this list the "western" nature of social organization as 
well, one" in Hhich, unCOlTllllon to other develop1.n~ nations, conmmnality is 
lackinE and individlloljzation of social relationships is' stressed to the 
point ",here. in M1.ntz· s view, dyadic relationships and social forms are the 
i 
primary social orfanizatj onal elements. 
In a final sense, tbe Caribbean socio-cultural'areamust be seen as a 
developing one, stru~glinr to bring stability and pro[ress to a predominantly 
poor but ever-growing population. But, as E. Gordon Ericksen has pointed 
out, the "fest Indies must not be seen as an essentially underdeveloped 
region. Its history reveals a colonial expl,\itatien of avaj.lable resources 
longer tran most othcr are8S. and capjte.listic metpods of production and 
33. S.h'. Hintz (1966) Tloe Caribl'ean as a socio-cultural area; J. vlorld 
History 9(4): 912-371 reprinted in H. Rorwitz (ed.) 19711 Peoples and 
Cultures of the CaribbeHn (Garden City, NYI Natural History Press)1 
17-46 (quote from p.20). 
lli:£., p. 37. 
contract labor have exjsted for 8lmost three centuries. 
If the Hest Indies were truly an 'underdeveloped' country in the 
'sense of untappe.d natural rosources, then energetic experimenta'" 
tion with the economic. organization would serve as the safety 
vlllye for an exploding population. But the Hest Indies is already 
overdeveloped. (35) 
The problem, then, :l.s significantly reversed; a situation exists where 
societies must devolve to a less intensive mode of resource utilization in 
order to accommodate a more productive future. This situation ir.unediately 
sugf!:ests our theoretical concern with the rt'>sQurce-enviro!lrnenta.l setti~ 
within which systems -- be they regions, nations, or "lhole socie-cultural 
areas -- must develop. 
Since an examination of all of the interlocking problems and aspects 
inherent in Caribbean society protrayed.by Mintz, Horowitz snd Ericks~n would 
prove too exhaustive and time-consuming, for the purposes of the particular 
analysis focused on in this ps.per, we shall try to elaborate three pben0-
men.!\! (a) the environmental and resource setting, (b) the social struc-
ture and functional organization, and (c) tlce economic organization and 
differentiati,;m of Caribbean societies. In each cas~. the general referenee 
will be to Caribbean society and culture as a whole, but the specific 
reference will always be to Jamaica, the particular context of this study. 
The Caribbean is a tropically located area of small islands (most are 
under 1,000 square kilo"1eters -- Jamaica is about 11 ,000), wlcose elevations 
are relatively hirh (often in excess of 4,000 feet) for their size thus 
inviting a climatic variation within each land unit, because of the heat, 
the rainfe.ll, and the rich 11.l1uvial soil typ"s, at least in the coastal 
areas, Caribbean islands support a lush vegetation and 8.'" conducive to 
massive monocr~p cultivation principftliy SUf-81', but also bRnana_s ani pineapples. 
35. E.G. Ericksen (1962) Thl Hest Indies PopUlation Prob}em (UniY~rsity of 
Kansasl Social Soience Studies pllblication) p. 90. 
Since such plantation potential is readily available it is no surprise 
that it has been exploited to the maximum in almost all of the Caribbean. 
As Sidney Hintz states I !'Plantation growth and spread in the Caribbean area 
36 
was intimately connected to ecological and physiographic factors". This 
system confines large or predGminantareas of the best coastal land to 
monocrep production, leaving the rest of the usually hilly topography 
alone, Topographic conditions, of course, do vary.from island to island, 
but all face the dominance of plantation agriculture in the lowlands, 
leaving individual farming to be established on marginal lowlands and at 
higher elev8.tions. At the hi~est reaches, forests take over and on the 
largely steep slopes are usually to be found poorly growing citrus crops. 
Coconut trees, garden vegetables and root crops are. interspersed at median 
elevations. 
The social structure, in general, of the Caribbean has to be predicated 
on twin historical bases I a European colonial domination and a transplanted 
laboring populat:i.o{[ of African descent in the main but with smaller repre-
sentations of East Indian·snd Chinese ethnic groups, and to this day these 
bases can still be seen to reveal the basic ccnflicts in Caribbean society. 
vihen t.he West Indies were first settled, people h"d the idea of estab-
lishing.an il1(hgGnc,us and self-sufficient life that was only cultur8.11y tied 
till the metropolitan homeland. But .,ith tre realiz.atien of the short-term 
profits to be made from monocrop production that would service the metropole 
and bring large profits. the notion of autonorr.y died and an econc,,uc and 
political dependence upon the metropole set in. In order for pJantation 
econemy to work, l'>owever, lllrge amcunts of lebor at r"latively cheap cost 
had to be provided. The indigenous iribsbitants did not have the stamina for 
such " role. nor ~lculd l'>()'~e-countl'Y settJ ers respond either by coercion or 
36, S.W. !'lintz, ibid •• p,Z6. 
by incentive. It was therefor" apparent that the cheape,st labGr h be had 
at that thne was slave labor from Africa. It was the labor needs of a 
metropolit!!ln-oriented plantation ecen",my that was the driving force behind 
, 3? 
the massive importation of millions of black Africans into the New Warld. 
The S!lilcial orr,anization of the plantation system placed whites in the 
managerial and administrative posts of any given plantation, and blacks in 
the fields !!IS laborers er in the heusehold as servants, and maintained a 
strict set (If norms and social rules for each segment. Naturally, heweTer, 
interracia1 unions occurred which in the end created a sometimes free, 
usually ha1f-free, class of creoles. 
In the mid to late 1800s the abelition of slavery swept ever the islands 
of the Caribbean afld :l.n its wake, tens of thGusands of field hands abandoned 
the plantations to seek to establish for the'1lselves a life of individual 
farming on small parcels of lend. However, there was not much land to be 
had or to s.usta,in< a family adequately:' moreover, the colonial authorities 
usua.lly placed stl"ict requj.rements on the !""ople seeking landholdings and 
while marl'"imal uplands were opened up some~,hat, it was nm;here near enough 
to accommodate the black population wishing to esca,pe from plantation laber. 
The plantations, in the wake of abolition, sufferred quite intensely at 
first. New foreil'n labor stocks were brou~ht in, notably East Indians, but 
the solution was only stop gap. The service wss temporary, the conditions 
were in cont,racts, and in the end. the long term plantation adjustments "~re 
ros.de in tenns of capitalization and wage incentives that brought tre blacks 
back (they i'ad no ot"er place to go). Slavery hed died but in its place p-ew 
one of th., f'irst agrarian proletnriats ever. Eorowitz declares that planta-
tion workers form the vast aF,riculturnl proletariat of the Caribbean I 
:37. E,WnU.2lms (1944) eJahorp.t"g on this pr,jnt in en HUcle describing the 
oririns of N"p"o slaverYI Cspttalism srd Slavery (Chapel Eill, N.C.I 
Ulliv. odt North Carolina Press) reprinted in HoroHitz (od) (1971) I 47-74. 
Much of: the followin:v, discu5sion :I s taken from v!:ll1i8ms (1944) and 
Horordt& (1967). 
Their labor is a commQdity which is exchanged for cash. They 
have, no control over the production .. 1' disbibution of the orop. (38) 
The above capsule history points out the main themes that are expressed 
in the soeial orranizaticm of present-day (!aribbean societies. I'bites still 
hold down -the position of economic leadership, both in plantation qgricul-
ture and :in in:l.ustry, and the majer~,:',y of the populations in these s0cieties. 
the people of' African descent, are to be foun:l. in the labouring an:l. Itwer-
class jobs -- or unemployed. The only historical change is that while in 
the past, cEuropeans dO!l1im,ted the government and island adroinistraticms, 
today these positions are held by the more favorably located (class-wise) 
creoles .. 1>0 reaped the benefits <If a European education but were denied the 
economic ]!llOsitions of power. 
wbat-has essentially been described as a color-class pyramid, then, 
ean be f01i\1nd in almost every Caribbean society. And while some writers, 
such as E~l'. Skinner, may find in particular instances at the local level 
that "thol!'e is. a movement awe.y from social stratification based on a hierar-
chyef ~tbnic groups ••• to one based on class groups which cut aCrQSS eth-
nic boundaries,,39. the rule in general and for the societal context is for 
an ethnic&lly aligned social organization, the darker the skin the further 
towards tbe bottom of the scale. 
What ~his organization implies for the society as a whole is a plural 
character rather tr.an a unitary @ne. According to Lloyd Braithwaite, 
A pl~al society is one composed of such varying groups, each 
with :its o1-1n subcul tur" , th/lt only a feN' cultural sy:nb@ls B.re 
shared by all. Under tr.ese circumstances there are consequently 
tendencies toward disintegraUon. (40) 
38. Horo1-1j~z (1960) A typology of rural community forms in the Caribbean, 
A-+L.--,,-· (',,~-. "3' 1 70 ,11, ..... [;J- V'it"". \«.U<:i../. l-. / t ..... "'. 
39. E.P. Skinner (1955) Ethnic interaction in a Brjtish Guiana rurel com-
rounit."" Ph.D. dissertation Columbia Univ., reprinted in Horowitz (ed.) 
1971; l!'l.132. 
40. L. Braithwnj,te (1960) Social stratificet10n and cultural pluralism, 
Annals of the N.Y. Acad. Sci"'nces 83. art.51 reprinted in Horowitz (ed) 
1971, p.99. 
Indeed the plural society suffers not just from a social diversity but a 
diversity of valu~s that heightens the degree of conflict with the social 
struoture I "The problem of' the plural society is ••• a problem of sooial 
structure posed by the existence of marked'.differences of culture ,,41 ... 
But the differences vie with a singularity of economic structural dominance 
and a scale of values that, although, differentially emphasized, associates 
education and advancement ldth European-based values and European culture. 
Rex NettlefON has written of his own society. that. 
in Jamaica the blacks are not regarded as the desirable symbol 
for national- j.d~ntity. Tho fact is that we are still enslaved 
in the social structure born of the plantation system in which 
thi!ll's Africp-n, includinr African t.raits, have been devalued and 
pr:L'llacy is still given to European values in the scheme of things. (42) 
The outcome at the natiQnal l~vel is usually complex, oonflicting and ten-
sion-filled, and with the growing awareness of the struggle that national 
development entails and the obstacles to securin~ a bettor life for the 
avera(',e blaok man,' the racial antagonisms have been msr,nified am natienal 
goals end nati~m'll identity increasingly called into question. 
Much of this complex Caribbean ambience owes its current tensiGn to 
the duality that has always been evident in its economic organization. 
For since settlers first set about colonizing the land ari:! entrepreneurs 
invested in the monocrop pl'oduction system, the a~rarian basis €If these 
societies hnve been dichotomized into a struggling peasantry and a domina.nt 
but economically isolated plantation system. 
T. Lynn Smith ha.s suggested that rurd societies -- and the Caribbean. 
though containing urban agflomerations, is still basically rural -- are to 
be found structured in e:itber of two ways. A system based upon large 
estates t-lill hRve one set of distinct socjal ramificat1ons, while a system 
41. ibid •• p.105. 
42. H. ,~"ttleford (1970) I l1irror, Hi.rror -- Ident.1ty, Race am Protest 
in ,l!l11leica (Jamaica I Hm. Collins & SIln(,ster, Ltd) p.36. 
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based upon family-sized farms will hB_ve a different set; these two 
social and economic systems are basically contradictory and competitive 
am represent the Caribbean-'dichotomy between peasantry and plantations. 
Eric Wolf, who has based much of his work_on the study of peasant am 
TUral SOCieties, describes plantation organization in terms of spatial, 
class, labor, surplus, and relational characteristics. As noted before, 
the resource requirements of plantations impelled them to locate on the 
best alluvial coastal lands of Caribbean islnnds; they have subsequently 
expanded until nearly all- of the best agricultural land is under their 
control. In terms of the division of labor, a rigid stratified hierarchy 
of laborers, overseers, managers, and owners is maintained. The control 
.. 
and utilization of resources, of the means of production and the distribu-
tion of agricultural surplus are all in the hands of the plantation owners. 
The laborers have no chance to advance or improve in skill since their Gr~y 
labor requirement is -muscular energy and stamina; in return they are paid 
wages but no benefits or dbddends. This class structure perpatustes am 
extends itself. according to VIolf, since 
'.I:hrough the use of bound labor under conditions of labor' scarcity 
or the employment of cheap labor under comitions of ls.bor sur-
plus ••• it has tended to inhibit the rise of- small property 
ow",ers from the ranks of its own la.bor force. It thus tended to 
push rival social groups toward tho periphery of its sphere of 
influence ••• (44) 
The labor structure of the plantation is such that the worker's own 
"drive for subsistence" has been utilized increasingly over metl-ads of 
coercion. It is a wsE,o lebor, end one that provides the worker with an 
individual rew~rd for servic(ls rendered. Since h:is ski11s are usually 
43, T.I. Smitr/!':;/inColom.bia ""'- Social Structure and the Process of Devf':lop-
m"nt (Gainesville I Univ. of Flodda); see Chapter 2. 
44, E. Holf (1959) Specific aspects of planhtion syste'l1s :In the New HorId: 
Conl'l1unity sub-cultures 8nd social clDsses; in Plantation Systems of the 
Ne" \-Iorld U>ociel Sci ";onorraph 7 H8Sh D.C, Pan American Union) 
reprinted in BoroHitz (od.) (1971) p.lf4. 
1imited.to knowledge of the field routine, he is little equipped for other 
types of .. mploy,nent and is thus tied to the plantation, forming part of a 
massive rural agrarian proletariat. The relationships between werker and 
manager, in the days when the plantation had no need to provide wages but 
did have to provide a certain level of incentive and reward for field 
labor, were based on a more personally defined interaction, one in which 
face-to-face relationships were the mode through which technical require-
ments of the plantation were handled. Currently, however, as the planta-
tion has sought more efficient,means'of producing and distributing its crop 
for profit, the technical requirements of plantation function have been 
hand1ed,in impersonal ways. A direct and significant contribution to this 
new pattern "as, of course, the introduction of wage 1at-or; instead of 
caring fOcr tlce life ef the worker as in the:. days of .. s1av'l'ry,· the. modern 
plantation has chan'1eled its interests into monetary payment for an ecommic 
factors labor; impersonal relation has been substituted for prior personal 
subjugation. FinBlly, the we,ys in. which the plantation disposes of its 
product is of spec1.al significance, since there are hardly any cennections, 
in this respect at least, with the ref-ion or nation of location. Planta-
tions prodnce a certain crop for export, and their'entire machinery of 
operation is geared to this end. '\Vhile plantations are largely independent 
of regional loc8,tion, though, they are dependent upon the metropo1e "Hch 
they serve. Such an asymmetrical relationship between economic organization 
and region points up the peculiar isolation and foreignness of the plantat1.on 
, economy. 
In fact, R.T • Smith cons:i..ders the plantation as a total institution, "a 
bureaucratically organized system in ",hieh whole blocks of p~ople are treated 
as units and are marched through a set of rerimentation under the surveillance 
,-
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of a small supervisory staff." It is a unit of authority, in George 
Beckford R$ view. controlling property. political connections influencing 
prices amrl taxes. financial' arranr,ements of banking, and raw-material distri-
bution.46 Indeed such is its controlling .influence in this area that, accord-
ing to Beckford, "the greatest concentration of plantation economies is to 
be founi :in tIe Caribbean".47 Some fifteen or more Caribbean islands or 
48 territoriJes, in fact, are dominated by plant8tion econemies. 
The plantation system, then, is notable for its all-inclusiveness. 
It is loeally segmental and self-sufficient, externally dependent on the 
metropole economy (thus maintaining a semi-colonial relation even in ter-
ritories supposedly independent), almest entirely free of linkages (economic, 
social, or otherwise) ~lithin its surrounding region, and, again, autonomous 
enough SEll that "product elaboration" and profit accrues to the metrop@le 
while "mGll1ey flows in the plB"ntation colony are kept to a minimul11".49 
~bese cha~acteristics of domination, then, are to be kept in mindl 
It rnwns and controls the use of the best land, has aocess to 
crcd1t and technology, owns all the factory capacity for the 
rudimlentary processinr of plantation crops in the islands, pro-
vide$ services for the marketing of the export staples (shipping, 
insurance, overseas distribution, and so forth). and influences 
government policy in fundamental ways, (50) 
In ~mparing the relative advantages 8nd disadvantages between planta-
tion and peasant systems in rural society, a distinction must be kept in 
mind between economic effects a.nd sociR1 consequences. Thus for P. P. Courtenay 






H.T. :Smith (1967) Social stratification, cultural pluralism and tnter;ra-
tion :in ",est Indian Societies, in l""is and M~trews ("ds) Caribbean 
Int"fJration (Rio Pedras! Puel'to Rico, 1967) p.230; U>e concept derives 
from Irving Goffman (1961) Asylums. 
G,L ll3eckford (1972) Persistent Poverty -- Underdevelopment in Plantation 
Econo'lllies of the Third Horld (NY: Oxford Univ. Press),p.9. 
ib:id.» p.15. 
ibid •• p.14. 
ibid. w p.46. 
ibid. w p.48. 
depends on the intense use of labor and hifhly organiz.ed meUods to cult i-
vate ., crop for export. Sixty per cent of II plantation's total operatinr; 
costs, accordjnp.: to Courtenay. are labor costs. But financially, planta-
tions have access to ris~ capital and have an established credit-worthiness; 
technically, their massive size allows for sCB.le effects and tr-e full use of 
's d:tvision of laborr they can employ spechlists, conduct research and 
development, and process efficiently. Com~ercially, they have access te 
51 
regular shippin/" and can deal in bulk quanU.ties. Therefore. Courtenay's 
conclusion is that· 
on balance, 'tbe eccno"lic and technical adva.ntage in tl'e produc-
tion of those tropical crops on which it has specialiY.ed still 
remains with tre plantation. (52) , 
it is only the industrial plantation, with its emphasis on 
hif!Hy or(!8niz.ed production, t.he tiffic1.ent use of 18bor and the 
ut:l.lization of advances j.n scientific agriculture, many of which 
it may its"lf initiat.e. t.hat is rat.ion2.l at the present time. 
Such a plantation can rema.in the most economic means of produc~ 
t:\.on ... (53) 
But U,,, conclusion is solely In terms of economic effects. 'Lhe social 
consequences of such a system are nowhere mentioned. In fact, there are 
real soc181 consequences of the plantation system that affect the entire 
rural society and directly suppress the deveJopment of a steble peasantry 
and a diversified, internally oriented 8frjcult.ure. As Courtenay hi!l!self 
points out, the economic assets of the small holdcr include a low cost and 
a f1exibHity of production. But the obstacles in peasant agriculture in 
the face of a domi.nnting plantation system are overwhelming. 
First and foremost, such peasantry as exists is nowhere indigenous. 
In Sidney Hintz' s view. "peasant adaptation ~1/lS 'artificial', in the sense 
that t.here "ere no autochthonous peasantries upon wrom the plante.tion system 
was e ngro.fted ,,54 r rather, peasant systems were engrafted onte> an established 
51. P.P. Courtenay (1965) Plantation Agriculture (NYI Praefer) see chpt.G. 
52. jbid., p.130. 
53. ibid., p.142. 
54. s.\}, ~lintz (19(6) reprint.ed Horow:itz (1971) p.29. 
, ' 
plantation ~ccnomy and society, and their orig:ins lay in runaway slaves who 
set up their own agricultural communities. am ex-slaves who set about on 
their own or lIere officially encouraged to take up s!1'.all farmi~. Even 
further back; one finds the orig:ins of an internal arricultural marketinr: 
system in the small pa,rcels of land that were eiven to slaves to provide 
for their subsistence needs, and the slaves who reaped enough surplus who 
traded it.55 Caribbean peasantry, then, ha,s always shared a peripheral 
place in the economy of the area • Geographically. too, the smalll:olders t 
lot,; are located on the marg,ins Qf the lowlands and in, the less fertile 
reoky uplands. However, peasant. a(!:riculture, while peripheral, has devt';loped 
an internal autonomy as a system that is ,rerional and national in scope. 
An internal marketing system consisting of cultivators, transporters, com-
mercial traders, djstributcrs and marketwomen, and a network of markets 
,,' 56 
is to be foum on almost every Hest Indian islam. 
But as ~ckfcrd points out, conditions for agricultural development 
are not in tune "lith a plantation-dominated rural system. Agricultural 
requirements, he ,.,rites, include (8) the provision of an increasing food 
supply, one Hit" apa,ttern satisfying consumptien requirements of' a growing 
population and Hith a high income elasticitYI (b) provision ef factor sup-
plies for the expension of other sectors of the ecDnomy; (c) ]?rovisiDn of the 
basis for marketin!,: systems that can create spread effects for development; 
and (d) provision of earnin!': pctential for fereign exchang... The conditions 
for meet,in/t such requirements in agriculture are lend, capital, physical 
55. 
56. 
see S.W. Mintz and D: Eall (1960) I Tbe origins of the Jamaican intornal 
marketing syst.em in 1D.ntz (cd) Papers in Caribbean Anthropolo(.y (Yale 
Univ. PublicaUons in Al1throp. #57). 
descriptions elln be found in Horol<itz (1967); ibid,;chpt 4; F .W. Under-
wood (1960) Th, rlerketing systC"l in peasant Baiti; in Hintz (ed) (1960) 
Pa,pen in CV1'j"bean Antf.ropoloI'Y, ibid 41(.0; and ,D.G. Norvell am R.V. 
Billinl"sley (1"71) TradiUonR.l markets am markets in the Cibao .' 
VaDey of the Dominican R(public, in Ilorowitz (ed) (1971) ibjd pp.391-99. 
resources, hUmlln resources (management and labor), infrastruoture, insti-
. . ~ 
tutional incentive arran,,;cments. and an ore"njY.ational dynamic. Planta-
tion 8.(riculture fulfills none of the Bhoye r .. quirements, nor does it allow 
a parallel agricultural system (such as a peasantry) tQ develop. In fact, 
Beckford concludes tha.t the plantation econoPJY 
is perhaps the only type of ar;riculture 
sat.isfies the two basic conditions that 
benefits of productivity improvements I 
continuous supply of cheap labor,' (58) 
that by definition always 
erode retention of the 
export production and a 
The plantatien economy and peasa.nt agriculture must be seen as at 
Gdds with each o1::her, even in terms of b~.sic reso1;,rces and constraints. 
The available reSO\ll'ces ",f the plantation system include the best land, 
'capital, technology, credit, bulk marketing and man8!,;ement, its major 
constraints, howev~r are labor, lack of linkages, external de~ndency, 
and the monocrop pattern of cultivation itself. Balancin~ plantation 
constraints are the available resources of the peasantryl labgr, crop 
diversification, a semi-self-sufficient orga.nization, and en internal 
linkage 8.nd marketing network, Its own constraints, however, are its 
explanation of lack of develop",ent beycmd a subsistence level and a recog-
nition of the domination of the plantation system; the peasantry lacks 
land, capital, technology, credit t' capacity an::! production techniques, 
an1 management, 
The implic8~ti':>ns of this economic dicpotomy on th" social organiza-
tion, and especially the co"nnunity organtzation, of the Caribbean 8.rea 
are manifold. Deriving from t~e history of slavery and nurtured by the 
dominance of 8 plantation system that employs countless males, the family 
or~anizati"m has assumcd a p2ttern in uhioh a variety of unions are 
57. G.L. Beckford, (1969) The econom:ics of 8rrjcultul"al resource use and 
devel<:>pment :i.n plantation ecol)o",:i,,~. SES 18 (Dec) p.)42. 
58. llii., p.:W<·. (my €mphasis). 
sanctioned, includi.nr. consensual extrsNOsidential, consensual c(lhabi tation, 
as well as a standard marital union; usually these patterns of unian occur 
sequentially, with adolesc .. nts and younr. adults choosing th" first, and 
only elderly couples ohocsi ng the last. .thile marriar-e remains the social 
ideal, poverty prevents all but a few from electing it from the start, 
for marriage implies a new t'ousehold tel establish and usually the volun-
tary unemployment of the wife 8.5 the norms; consequently, a man must be 
able to make a stable and adequate enough income to pro,dde for them. 
Where.labor is steady and rooted in smallholders agriculture, more often 
. 
than not, researchers have found that unions are more stable and mar-
riage more commen. One author, Edith Clarke, noted that home and family 
life ""re present in peasant commu'1ity but absent in a plantation com-
munity she studied.59 tfuere, 8S in the case of plantations, labor is 
. ~ 
seasonal and fluctue.ting, unions are less permanent and marriage rare. 
Plantation life and erganlzaticn, it has beon argued, disrupts social 
ag,,:reg<.tes teo. The individuaHzing nature of labor on tre plantation 
has proved to reduce the unit of social erganization from a ~roup such as 
the family to the individual. In peasant communiti"s, corporate groups 
are still present and the family is the predominant social greup.61 
Sir-nificantly, Editr Clark", in her study of three Jamaican communities, 
found cooperative activities to be most prevalent in t.he stable agricul-
tural ville":,, and least in the proletarian, plantation-oriented community.62 
Finally, in regards to community integration, we must ask whether 
59. Editr Clarke (19610) Hy i'lother \;'ho Fatrt'lred Me A study of tbe family 
in three selected cOIlL'mmitjes in Jamdca (Londonl Geo. Allen and Un-
win Ltd. ) (2d edition) Sf''' chpt.6. 
60. excel1ent studies of bous~h()ld. matinf' and familv orl'anizut.ion haw, 
been carried out by Chrke, jbid, IInd-;'l.G. Smith" (1962) "'est India" 
FamHy St.ructure (Seattle I Unh. of hieshinrton Press). 
61. see Horowjtz (1967) :l.bid ~nd (1 GSO) 1 bid. 
62. Edith Clarke (1966) ib:\d., see pp.180-190. 
peasantry. bein~ more rooted to " stable occupation, more cooperative end 
greup or1ented in its social relationships end raving more family and 
stable union relations should have a more stable and functionally inter-
locking slIIcial and econo",ic orranizatien that indicates a communality 
and unihry percept,ion of pt'8sent COIlL'llUnities as ~ whole • 
. ill.chael Horowitz describes community j.nte~ration as comprising 
a high degree of communal activity, corporateness of household 
groupings, and a wide extension cf extra-household kinship obli-
gations ••• limited stratification and a relatively st.abl .. JlGpu-
lation ••• ethnically homogenelllus. The members do not migrate 
seasonally for outside employment, nor do outsiders enter in 
search of work. (63) 
Such a unitary organization is founded on the interaction of individuals 
in groups within the c010lllluni ty and can hardly comple:nent a plantation eCQnoIllY 
where groups are dissipated in favor of individual effort. Likewise a 
stability of popUlation is nowhere in evidence. in a plantation community 
since the seasona.l variation of plantation work prevents a majority of the 
labor force from being steadily empleyed. So too the. heavy emphasis on 
class strat.ification in the plantation caso conflicts with the tendency 
toward troup interconnection and communalism in integrated communities. 
Finally, the lack of fa!llilial and kinship organization due to the insta.bi-
lity of the resident plantation com~unity popUlation prevents the format.ion 
of group bonds and mutu'll.l assistance as are found in integrated cOllll1lun:i.ties. 
All of the charl,cterist.ics of community integration mentioned by 
Horowitz are to be foura and articulat.ed in peasant communi.ties, e.s shown 
t4 
in studios by Horowltz, CJ.arke, Skinner, Hanners, and Smith. The lack of 
:lntel"ration in ph.ntation cow.'11unities points up the inrerent instability 
(3, M, ForoH:itz (1960) ibid., p.180. 
t4. }!. l'('rowitz (19(7) ib:id.~; Edith Clarke (19(6) ibid.; E.P. Skinner (1955) 
ib:icl..; R. Manner,; (19Sn Tabara: subcultures of a tobacco and mixed 
CI'OT'" municipality, :in SteHard (ed) Tf'" People of Puerto Rico (Urb8nal 
Un;v. of Dlino)s FNOSS ); ~nd H.T. Smith (19.56) 'jh~ N~/FrQ Family in 
Bd t:i sh Guiana (NY I Grove Pr'ess). 
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and impermanence of their sodn} orran1zat1on -- an orl'anization, or lack Elf 
such, which faUs to integratively adapt to the individuaUzatiEln and frag-
mentation that plantation economic organize.tion contributes to. 
In the end, we are dra.m back tEl the constrainin~ nature ef struc-
tural factars, mainly resources, population, facilities and activities, en 
the organizatiElnal and institutional outccmes found in plantation and pea-
sant social systems. Because the plantation system is economically 
dominant, it constraj ns the econemic erganizRtion and spatial extent of 
peasant systems. Tre constrldnts on peas~ntry .. therefor .. , are basically 
in the area of resources -- lack of land and capital -- although there is 
a consequent deficiency in large-scale orrcanization of entrepreneurial acti-
vities and institutions. But the plantation has little or no direct 
affect on peasant social organj zation; consequently', this organization has 
apparently adapted to a low-scale, minim~lly productive or subsistence 
ar.riculture. yet provid~d an aut"nomous. cl"sely-knit j.nternal structure 
uniting family, labor, and social groups in general. Moreover, the economic 
organization of the plantation system has constra.ined its own social organi-
zation 2.lmost to the peint of disruption. 
The rather intrig:uing and sir::nificant conclusion that has been arrived 
at by several writers is that a host Qf social, economic, institutional and 
organizational arrangements. and. particularly int"cration, within rural 
systems such 8S the Caribbean can be explained in terms of the ways land 
is used as a resource 2.nd ro,; it is distr1.buted and controlled. ForCH;itz 
writes I 
the data aV8i1able indicet0 that the major factor in determin-
ing the rehtive defr ... e of int"rrat:lon in the Hest Indjes is the 
kind or tenure and exolo1tation of JRnd. Wl-ere land is held in 
rl'lath'ely small ho1dj.n1"s, exploH .. d hy the househoJ.d ",roup, 
and sold in local "Ilorkets, ther" seems to em<'rr'" a commllnl.ty 
struoture whioh unites th~ population by ~nds of kinship (real 
and ritual) and mutual a"sistance. When the lam is held in 
gr'eat esbtes. or 'Where the papulation is foroed to sell its 
la.borin an industri8l, situation, the associated comrunity struc-
ture does not serve to join all the members in a oommon matrix. (65) 
This fi nding is echoed by T. Lynn Smith's judgement that 
the size of arricul.tu!"al holdings, the extent te which the owner-
ship and control i$ either ooncentrated in a few hands or wid~ly 
distributed among tho so who live by cultivating the soil, is the 
most important sirll!'le determinant of the welfare of the people 
in rural districts;" (66) 
We fim ourselves ~ok to the beginning of our discussion, with a 
general understanding aft" how the Caribbean is indeed di.chotomized between 
a dominant plantation system and a subordinate or'marginal (although numeric-
ally (reater) peasant system. But a major conclusion has been presented that 
needs examining, and we shall be presently concerned with analyzing the 
relationship between intel'ration and control over resources. 
65. H. H. Horowitz (1960) A typolot'J' of rural community forms, ibid. p.181. 
66. T.L. Smith (1967) CC'lombi8, ih5d., p.7. 
PART III RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 
Research -- B. Malisz, in an article considering the physical aOO 
spatial aspects of urban planning, sug~ested that town compactness be moa-
aured principally arainst its costs. In like manner, we suggest that the 
spatial and structural develop~ent of regions also be measured by its costs 
(or constraints). In both views. the principal costs are laOO use, aOO 
67 utility and facHity networks. In this study, therefore, the facters sf 
analysis -- the variables -- are facility counts. 
For a period of one week in late February of this year, this student 
visited the islaOO-nation of Jamaica in order to conduct a sample survey 
of facility compositions in and distributions among communities. The 
general area of research coverage was the county of Surrey, one of three 
divisions of the island. Surrey. in turn, consists. of two administrative 
districts, or parishes, the northern one named Portland, the southern. 
st. Thomas; in addition the area around Kingston, the capitol, forms an 
urban parish called St. Andrew, which, in order to avoid direct metropolitan 
effects or distortions of community counts, was largely disregarded in this 
68 research. 
Jamaica. as a whole, m<lasures some 200 mj.les leng aOO. at its maxim~, 
4000 
about 70 miles wide, and has a tetal area of around 40,000 square miles. 
Surrey County, representing the boundaries of this study, has an area of 
820 squ8re mnes. And the h,O parishes from which the majority of communities 
'lere dr?Iln hod areas of 328 (Portland) and 300 (St. _ Thomas) square miles. As 
can be visualized. then, the area of primary f"cus is rather large, but is 
67. B. Halisz (1966) Urban plann1n,<! theorYI H"thods aOO results, in J.C. 
Fisher (ed) I City and Regional Planninf, in Poland (Ithical Cornell 
Univ. Press), 57-R4. 
68. The lack of the prohibited extendinf the research any further, but it 
w<l>uld surely be interestinl" to explor .. the nature of the "primate-ness" 
ef Kinr.-ston a.s it affects -- or f~iJs to interact Hith -- its northern, 
UPland hinterland. 
in keepin~ with the extensive nature sf a physical and structural analysis. 
For all its size, much of Surrey, however, is practically uninhabitable. 
Accerding te Jamaica' s only recently available National Atlas, much of 
eastern Jamaica (perhaps 70 per cent) is "marginal for cultivation and sus-
ceptible ts eresion but suitable for tree crops" enlYl about 20 per cent 
is unsuitable for cultivation of any sort and only 10 per cent is ef "deep 
and fertile soil" suitable for most types of cultivation.69 A slope analysis 
provided in the Atlas and r~prodUce~elGw iniicates the controlling nature 















A Slope Ans.lysis (70) 
In fact, the dominating feature of eastern Ja~Aica is the Blue Mountains 
running its length. These mountains rise in excess of 5000 feet 8.ni serv~ 
·as the effective dividing line between Portland and St. Thomas Parishe·sl 
-;' .. ' 
elevations of 3000 feet cen be reached Hithin five miles or less of the 
CMst end steep hills and srarply cut va.lleys predominate. Such is the tOP<il-
graphy of this area, that. the population dens:ity for both parishes, is the 
lOHest for the island: 150-250 persons per square mile (Kingt:.on-St. Anirew, 
69. Netional Atllls of Jam8.ica (Tcnm Planning Depart.ment, Hinistry of Finance 
Henning I United NRtions Specid Fund Project -- Assistance in Physical 
D""eiopment Planninrn Nov •• 1971) p.19. TJce Atlas and its companion 
""lume deser:ibin/, jamnica' s develop'11eni plan cen be obtained from the 
GOYernment Printer, Duke Street,Kingston Jamaica. for about U.S. $40.00. 
70. lli:.t., p.15. 
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71 
at the "ther extreme, have an estimated dens'i'ty of 2000-3000.) 
:; 
Atainst this geographic backdrop the research in eastern Jamaica was 
'D,re. 
carried out. lne research co~~unities in Surrey,' principally split into 
four groupings of communities, tW0 in Portland and two in St. Thomas. The 
survey Was conducted in an automobile, observational in mede, and a check-
list was made of the facilities encountered in each of the c9111l1IUnities 
driven through. An attempt was also made to gather statistical data from 
Kingston government and university offices to correlate with the community 
data but was insufficient for inclusion. The pla.n for time-series analysis 
also 'had to be forfeited for similar reasons, This research design is in 
. ~. -
a sense relatively weak. No attempt was made to achieve a random sampling 
from all the CQJlL"1Un:\,ties in Surrey. In fact, specific community concentra-
tions were sought out, namely the area around the Yallahs River, around 
Morant Bay, end arou,rl Port Antonio. During the course of 5urveying,a 
fQurth area of study was obtained, namely the communities along the route 
from Kingston to Buff Bey. Nor was surveyin~ complete within any given 
area, save the Buff Bey area. In the other three concentratiQns, time pro-
hibited a complete survey. It could be argued that since a sample was being 
derived from Surrey, a complete count sh@uld have been obtained in each 
sample area, or at least in two of the four. Naturally, this derree of 
coverage would have been ideel -- again, however, time cQnstrained tb~ 
design and a che:!ce was mllde in favor of includ:!nr. more sample areas with 
less than complet~ coverage in each area. 
Eighty-two com~unities in all were surveyed for facilities present, out 
of a t@tal Surrey count of around 250: thus approxtm!ltely one-third coverage 
was obtained, For the four regions surveyed the coverage is I in Y~llahs. 
71. j,bid •• p.25. 
nineteen, out of rQughly f0u~ty, or one-half I in Morant, thirtY-Gne out of 
about sixty, or ene-half; in Buff Bay, nineteen out of twenty, or unity; 
and in Antonio, five out of about seventeen, or one~third. 
The facility list drawn up for each community at the end of the survey 
consisted of three parts. Primary facilities included primary schools, 
secondary schools, poli.ce stations, post offices, churches, and markets!" .. -, 
a community score for population size based on a road map community clas-
. . 
sification system (scores from one to six) was also included tG represent 
the demographic component. Secondly,' aggregate facility cGunts wet" Gbtained 
in terms of public, co~~ercial and communal facilities present. Public 
counts, overlappinr, wit.h some primary facilities, were intended to measure 
the structural presence of government and public, non-profit, basically 
externally-adrr~nistered and or~anized facilities; commercial facilities 
represent essential internal community development in the form of essential 
ecen<>my; and cO=nRl counts \-,ere intended to reflect the presence of local, 
internBlly-administered and orrenized facilities. thus public facilities 
iJ«iluded post offices. police stations and school:;, but also included poli-
tical party offices. health clinics and public libraries. Commercial facili-
ties consisted mainly of small ~~. groceries, and dry goods shops, but als9 
:I.ncluded banks, small department stores, bakeries, an:! allY other private, 
profit-makinr, (or profit-run) facility. Cemmunal facilities include churches, 
and also local arricultural societies, cooperative credit-unions, and self-
help societies. Finally, a third group of scores were derived from the 
. previous variable counts one of ."hich tras a summation of the aggregate faci-
lity counts. Lastly, in this group, an attempt ..,es made to create a develop-
ment index as well as a ratio of facilities to popUlation size. 
The analysis of the survey discussed below is 18rgely in the form ef 
hypothesis testing. Three hypotheses reflect as well as specify the major 
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thrusts or the substantive discussion previously developed. 1he core of 
each wes established before, the research was conducted and they have been 
nlterred only to accomodate research desi.gn. In all ef the analysis to be 
presented, the major factors to keep in mind are mean regional size, distri-
bution. composition, integration, and differentiation. '!he levels @f analysis 
include the al':l':regate ",f communities surveyed.' nicknamed "Surrey". which will 
provide a baseline for considering and comparing at the primary level the 
four regional concentrRti@ns of com~nities, labelled f0r our purposes, 
"Yallahs". "Morant~', "Buff Bay", and "Antonio". TJ-e an~lyses were principal-
ly randled by computer progrnms covered by or associated with the DAFPACK 
Program Package, end included frequency distribution. (FRQ) , linear regres-
sion (LlID), and multiple scalop'am analysis (HSA) , smallest space analysis 
(SSA) "and Guttman sClllcrram analysis (GSA) • Distributional studies were , 
also carried (out lTith the eid of maps. In order to test the hypotheses 
formulated, FRQ,LRD, and dj.stributional map studies were basically employed. 
Furth,,)" explorations of the data in terms of regicnalization, hierarchiza-
tion, e.nd differentiation nere explored with KSA, SSA, and GSA. 
For research and analysis purposes, then, the following three hypo-
theses concerning community-ree:ional ore;anization and integration, were 
specifically formulat~d I 
HYPOTHESES' 
1. The size of conmrun:3ties can be meDs1J.red by the concentretion 
of physical facil:lties of VariO\lS typ"s including areregate faci-
lity as neJl as primary f"cility counts. 'lhese facility measures 
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of community aizesr.ould correspond to population size of COffi-
mun:l.ties. Auregate facilities measurinr the internal structure 
of co~unities alone can utilise cGmmercial facility counts, while 
primary facility counts sum' the presence of primary and secondary 
schools, post offices, police stations, marketplaces, and churches. 
2. The averar,e distribution of various sizes of communities and 
compositions of facilitjes within and amonr communities in a 
given region.determines the regional integration of physical and 
'. 
, 
orranizational structure. These average distributions stould 
match, in turn, spatial distribution and frequency distribution of 
community cla'ss sizes! the more graded the freqUEmcy distributien 
the more integrated the re~ion will be. 
3. lhe social integratien of a comDnmity or regi,m can be measured 
by tre average sum of public offices 8.nd shared cOlO.!lmne.l institu-
Uons ever th" popUlation s"ryed. 'I1d.s measure should corresp~nd 
to the sce.lin~ of social integration of re~iGns based on the 
degree of concentration of ownership of the land and means'of 
production. 
Analysis -- The ori~inal impetus for tte structural orienta-
tien of t.he research came from a physical 




of tO~1nS and communi-
The eastern pcrtion 
72. Th:ls map, end '··rtions thereof, are utilised as the g-raphic base t.hrough-
out this analy : 5, unless otherwise st.ated. Jamaica. hoad j'lap, courtesy 
Esso Standard U 1 S.A. LimH.ed; copyrirht. General L'raftinr Co., Inc. Con-
v~nt Station, 1i"F J .. rseys 1966. 'lhjs road !nap is based upen maps pre-
par'!'d by t.he SU>/ey D"part"lcnt of Jamaica. A copy of He map is pro-
vided in the fJ.p on the back cover. 
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of the map was redrawn to depict the communities ani their rehtienship to 
major estuaries (Fig. 1) and the infra structural setting of Jamaica in 
, 
general. :i.e. the rGlld networks (Fig. 2.) from which an ini tisl determina-
tion of physically based interaction can be made. For instance. the south-
eastern portion of Surrey (the Morant area) has a more extensive road net-
work than any of the other areas I Yallahs in the soutl-west exteniin( up 
to the parish line. Buff Bay running from west 8f Yallahs to the northwest 
pa.rt of the coast, and Antonio which runs from the ceve where Port Antoni .. 
is si tusted to the mountains and the parish line. These four areas are 
the four regi,ms we are concerned with in this study. Yallahs ani }forant 
are of primary importance since they represent the be.sic socio-econemic 
dichotomy between peasantry and plantation; Horant is sugar cane ani banana 
country, while Y8118\1.s is an area ef subsistence farminE;. Uppermost in 
our minds then in testing the hypotheses is the relative ranking of Yallahs 
ani Morant. 
A representation of Surrey's cemposition of various co~~unity si~es 
wes next p1.otted (Fig. 3). with a range of numbers from one to seven repre-
senting approximate popu18tion'size (l=unier 500,2=500 to 1,000,3=1,000 t. 
2.5000, 4= 2.5000 to 5,000, 5= 5,000 to 10,000, ~ 10,000 to 25.000, and 
7= over 25,000). This distribution indicates the predominance of class 1 
co~~nities (147 out of a map count total of 180 communities in Surrey, or 
82 per cent). compared to all other class shes as the table below shows • 
























T/l.ble 1. Di stribuUen ef , ...... 
Communit.y Class Shes 
Distances between various community sizes were then represented en the maps 
to give B better idea ef any class size distributionB.l patterns (Fig.s 4, , 
5, and 6). As can be seent'while class 2 communities have no noticeable 
pattern of coverage over all of Surrey (maximum pair distance is four miles, 
minimum :is 1.5), class 3 has a recegnizeable distributienal p8.t tern, espe-
cially along tre eastern coast and the southeastern portions of Surrey 
(maximum pair distance is six Dnd minimum distance is three miles). Classes 
4 through 7, taken together, also exhibit a seemingly regular pattern in 
which ceastal proximity arrl maximum "repulsion" serve to lecate these capitol 
. 
and administrative centers (Kingston, Port Antonio, Buff Bay, V~rant Bay 
arrl Gordon Town) so as to bracket the eastern area as a whole. The only 
anomalous location is Gordon Town's proximit.y to Kingston, but here the 
nature of Kingston as a primat.e city with comp8ratively little direct 
influence on or dominance ever its hinterland, 8S .,ell as topographic cen-
straints on interaction, render the pairing as semewhat understandable.73 
! 
Indeed, Charting the spatial pattern of influence of class 3-and-18rger 
oommunities (exceptinr Kingston) along with the infrastructurel linkages 
between such centers (F'ig. 7). ShOllS a surprisinrly uniform pattern sf 
integration of Surrey County. On this.basis, however, differences among 
regions appear as "ell and an initial re.nking would su~·!'.est the primacy of 
Morant, the intern:ediate position of Yallahs, and the sub"rdin~te ranking 
ef the Buff Bay and Antonio regions. 
73. Primate cities are an interesting prenomenon in their own rirht, espe-
cially HJ:::en c0nsidered in relaticn to· s')1a1l developing countries where 
they are usually found. "hile I can prc>sent ne substantive material t .. 
support my contention that Kinl'ston has Httle county-w-ide influence, two 
authors sue;gest that primate cities in i!~neral are more concerned with 
external trade relations and export trade dependency on raw materials, 
thus "preoccupying" these c<lnters and pr<'venting them from interacting 
effect.ively other tl'an throufh outri/i"ht administrative dominance with 
"other regional centersl see A,S. Linsky! Some generBJizv.tions concerning 
primate cities and S .K. ]o;ohtp! Some d"mofraphic an:! ece>ll<>mic correlates 
of primate citios! a cas" fe>r re"v,,]t:3t.)on; in G. BJ"c~" (fOd) (1969)! 
The City in Newly Developinp: Countd c~, (ll.J.! Prentico-Pall). 
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\),11'i !'iUrre:!tive spatial ranking of the four regions in Surrey County 
""Of, U" Msis of the orir-inal rypothesis formulated for research investi-
",,,,'~ elaborated above as Hypothesis II. Ile shall presently investigate 
ll:n",~U'UNl I and II. but we should keep in mind that they refer til physical 
1\:lt",~f"tion !!!!! org8nizIltional integration. hhile the former type may 
!;,'<l\'):\''''~n(>rd with the latter, it is not necessary to eur hypotheses that it , 
d~ S<\', \Ie will, however, later be faced with the developmontal implications 
«,m ,',",:,respand~nc" to resource and land-use arellS (i.e. the dichotomy 
bet~~en peasant and plantation areas). 
~irhty-two communities were surveyed in Surrey County and the map 
size distribution of this sample parallels the aggregate distribution 


























Tabl" 2. Sample Distribution of 
C@mmunity Class Sizes, Surrey n-82 
Of 9Y'df {"'-it' r't'(Jons c"vered in the survey, three. Yallahs, ~lorant and Buff 
Bf,:ll' 'ft''''<J £d"<l""t<"ly sampled and the fourth, Antonio, was not. Sample 
,.,A""/""/'~'''F,~, h; 6l":1~,r, are 19. 31, 17. end 5. It was decided that Antonia 
"",t ! .. 1iM"r'dod, however, since despH,e the fact Uat it does not 
,;,,,,,,/,,~~'if f;,."";,, 'h' ".!th thE" other sa:nples. it still cevered one-third of the 
11m. The distribution of class sizes by region under 
h', r"lloHs I 
liCla5S 
Yallahs Morant Buff Bay JintGnio 







4 0 1 ~i.~, 4 , 1 3.2 4 1 5.9 6 1 20.0 
3 4 12.9 3 0 5 
, 0 3 2 10.5 
2 :3 15.8 2 1 3.2 2 1 5.9 4 0 
1 14 73.7 1 g,2 80.6 1 !2 88.2 3 0 
19 31 17 2 1 .20.0 
1 2- 60.0 
" . .. . . 5 .-:~ 
~. " . ,', 
skew " 1.660 skew = 1.399 skew = 0.967 skew = 1.857 
. . , 
Table 3. Frequency.Distributisn 
" 
of Class S1 MS 
It can be seen from a graphic comparison of these dis,tributiom (Fig. 8) 
that the Tank orerar would place Yallahs first in t~rms of the most graded 
0r even d~stribution. followed by Morant, Buff Bay and Antonio. This rank-
ing. it should be remembered, is in terms of class size frequency distri-
butions £01' eaoh regien; it differs' from the spatial distribution of class 
sizes:' (Fig. 7). 
It remains to be seen uhather or not observed community variables in the 
form of r .. cility counts correspond to this regional ordering. To carry 
out this 5x.Qmination, hcwev"l', };e must first make sure the facility counts 
adequately corr~spond uith the original map class sizes. Our variables,' 
as mentioned before. are in three I':ro~pings. two of Which are considered 
here, For the total sample, the main st8tistics for public, commercial, 
communal an::l total fll.cili ty counts a.r .. presented below. 
Public Co=el'cia] Communal Tot21 
Facilities Fac'ilj tie s Facilities Facilitios 
mea.n 2.07 10.59 11.04 13.70 
mode 0 2 0 J 
media.n 1.0 5.0 1.0 7.0 
std .deV' 3.2/;.1 20.123 1.909 24.671 
ran?,",€: 19 142 12 173 
skews 0;993 0.833 0.0.57 0.814 





The primary facility counts are tabulated here with frequency and 
per centage scales!. 
. 
Community Primary ~ S"c.Sch Polic .. Sta '. Pest off. Churches V.ark"t (size 
Count , 
9 . 1 1.2 
8 
7 
6 1 1.2 
5 
4 . 
'~ , 2 2.4 
3 1 1.2 , :r 1.2 3 3.7 
2 1 1.2 10 12.2 2 2.4 
1 30 36.6· 5 6.1 16 19.5 29 35.5 28 34.1 3 3.7 
0 .2. 6),.4 ~2L2 66 80.5 ~ 64.6 22 Iq.6 ~ 90.2 
82 100.0 2 100.0 82 100.0 82 100.0 82 99.9 82 100.0 
mean 0.37 0.12 0.20 0.35 0.90 0.20 
median 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
std.dev. 0.482 0.452 0.396 0.478 1.393 0.652 
range 1 :3 1 1 9 3 
skew 2.279 0.809 1.477 2.219 -0.210 0.898 
-, '" , . , 
.. Table 5. Survey Data Statistics 
for Primary Variables, n:82 
provided by DAFPACK FRQ 
Computer Program 
Do the ar;gregate and. primary facility variables adequately correlate 
with the original ma.p class she variable as proposed in Hypothesis 17 In 
order to ansW6r'this question,. use was made of the DAFPACK linear regres-
sion (UiD)· computer profra.ln. The Pearson product-moment correlation coef-
ficients for variables paired with the ma.p size are thus tabulated here I 
2 public facility 
3 ccmC'crcial f8.CUity 
4 communal facility 
5 total faciJ.ity 
8 prjm~ry school 
.. 
9 secondary school 
10 police stat.:ion 






















13 market she 
. ~Iable 6. Correlation Coeffici"nh 
I 
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From this tabulation, we can see that all the variables listed are meaning-
ful in their correlations at the p = .005 level, with the a(!:(.regate faci-
lity counts in general havinr more significAnt correlations with the map 
class size than the primary fHciliti<,s. 'lhus Eypethesis I has been confirmed. 
Of passing interest, the intercorrelations among the aggregate vari-
ables and among the primary variables are, for the-most part, also meaning-
ful at tbe p = .005 level, with agl':regate variable intercorrelations again 
more significant than primary variable intercorrelation (Table 7). 
Vbl 2 3 {I- - Vb' - 2 :3 4 
2 X X X 2 X X X 
3 .8343 X X r 3 1.2022 X X z' -= -4 .8528 .9136 X 4 1.2665 1.5491 X 
.' -
Vb' 8 2 10 11 lL!.l Vb1 8 9 10 11 12 13 ::8 X X X X X X 8 -. X X X X X 
9 • 3549 X X X X X 9 .3711 X X X X 
10 .3927 .4795 X X X X 10 .4150 .5223 • ' _X~ X X 
11 .5502 .3f44 .5369 X' X X 11 .6187 .3820 .5998 X X 
12 .5619 .7927 .5424 .5460 X X 12 ~63561.0787 .6076 .6127 X 
13 .3939 .7461 .6076 ,4045 .7724 X 13 .41f4 .9f40 .7052 .4290 1.0263 
- . 
"." , -,.< 
- , 
• f' ~ .-: .•...... ~ . ' Table 7. Correlation Coefficients 
and'z'" scores'for Vpriable " . --
Intercorrela tions !'F82 
vIe now turn to examine Hypothesis II: whether or not the distribution 
(sp1l.:b.al and frequency) of sizes of cOl!1.'llunities and fB_cilities within and 
among commun:ities determines the physical and crganizational integration 








Yallahs. Buff Bay "nd Antonio. the frequency ranking orders them as Yallahs, 
Morant, Buff Bay and Ant_onic, And Hhile both distributions reflect viable 
Hays of ordering the re,o:ions in Surrey, "". snaIl posit that the spatial 
. rankine: will reflect more of the facilities' physical distributio:lal 
ordering than frequency rankinI'. Frequency ranking, we surr-est, relates 
more to structure.l orgsniz"tion of classes of cllmmuniti .. s in the region 
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lind thus shQuld reflect the rq~iGn as it is ordered in tt.rms of overall 
internal development. 'lherefore we predict that (a) in terms, of EhYsieal 
integration, a soatial distribution of community siz.es, rank-erdering the 
regions with Morant first follewed by Yallahs, Buff Bay and Antonio, will 
correspond to a tot!'l facilities distribut1.on (both aggregate and primary 
sets) and its rank ordering; (b) in terms of orranizational integrati@n, 
a frequency distribution of class sizes ranking Yallahs first, followed by 
Morant, Buff Bay, an:! Antonio .rill correspond t\), a frequency distribution of 
internal development, measured individually oVer communities and aggregately 
over the region, B.nd its rank ordering, 
In considerinr, the relationship between spatial distribution !l.ud faci-
lities distribution lie shall use averages of th~' commilrcial facility' scere, 74 
. ai1d'.theSlimof primary facilities (primary and secondary schools, pelice 
statien, post offics, church, and'market size) and will employ a ranking 
operation on the co~~ercial facility scores par region in order.to mini-
mize the effects of relat5,ve dcmlnance of a few communities over the majority. 
Thus. ",hile the commercial facility scores for Yallahs have a range from 
o to 29. tre ranr," of ran-I{ scores runs from 1: to 12; Morant with raw 
scores from 0 to 99 receives rank scores from 1 to 16; Buff Bay liith raw 
scores from 1 to 26 has a rank ran!,,:e "rom 1 to 11; and Antonio with 2 to 
142 has from 1 to 5. These rank scores were summed and then avera~ed over 
the total number of communities per region. Primary facilities were left 
unranked since they were summed over the rerion not over the community I 
they were averaged over the number of communj.ties, hOl-rever, tes> provide a 
me8.n scere for t.h,. region. The mean scores per region, then, are tabulated I 
74 • The reasen behind the use of com:nercial facilj ty score OVer say total 
facility score is that it is the "clc,anest", i,e" !Tleasures the internal 
structural size of com~~nitics b~sed solely on local economy Dnd trade 
and does not reflect external facility influence as the total sum 
score would have. 
" 
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Morant Yallahs Buff Ba;r Antoni .. 
Average Hanked 
Mean Commercial 6.3 .. 5.8 5.2 '. 3.0 
Facility Scor ... 
Average Mean 
Total Primary 30 
.\ : , 
20 17 10 
Facili ty Score .. 
. Table 8. Regional Scores for 
Physical Ranking 
Beth scores clear!y reflect the same ordering of regions by facUities dis-
tribution and correspond to the ordering of regions suggested by the spatial 
.< 
distribution of co~~nity sizes, thus veri~ing a physical integration 
ranking of regions. 
But how does physical integration compare with organizational inte-
gration? An adequate category is now needed to reflect a community's 
and a region's -- int.ernal development. By internal development en a struc-
tural level, we are indicatinF- merely the presence or absence of co~~nity 
facilities in general (we are not considerintr community and regional dif-
ferentiation yet). Therefore the best indicator would be the tatal aggre-
gate facility count for each ccm"lUni ty. Its frequency distribution for each 
region should provide the means for ranking the regions on the basis of the 
most e;rad"d distribution, the le.ast dominance, and the most orr;anizational 
integration of each ree-ion as a Hhole. HOHever, since the total facility 
scores ran~e from 0 to 173 the frequency count in the raw will be almost 
too flat to be O1e8ninr:ful. In order to provide a more easHy understand-
able compllrison of distributions. the scores have been rr.coded into !ive 
Blasses, reflectin!,: a decrec;sin[ percent"l'e of cO!1lxunjties in each class. 
This frequency tabulation is provided belcwi 
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Class .yal1ahs }lorant, Buff Bay Ant.onio 
freQI ~ fregl% frag!% free/',!': 
5 2 (,.5 1 20.0 
4 2 10,4 2 6.5 1 5.9 . :: '1 
:3 :3 15.8 :3 9.7 1 5.9 1 20.0 
2 :3 15.8 6 19.4 8 48.0 1 20.0 
1 11 5B..Q 18 5:U!: 7 41.2 2 !:!Q& 
99.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Table9. Rerional Frequency Distribution 
for Orranizational r~nking 
The graphical represent.at.ion of these distributions in Fig. 9 indicat.es 
that of the four regi~ms, !-Iorant has the most graded distribution flf total 
facility counts, follewed byYallahs, Antonio and Butf Bay. 
This erganizational rankine:, however. does not correspond to the fre-
quency distribuUon of class sizes ', .... ,W!),ile physical regional integration 
measured by mean primary facility counts correlated with the spatial dis-
tribution of communUies. organiz"tional integration measured by cCUllllUnity 
develop!l1el'llt (facil:ities) failed to correlate Hith a frequency distribution 
of com:rrunity class"5 measurihl' population she. 
In testing Hypothesis II, it was assumed that verification li'Ould take 
the form of matching predicted ra~~ orderings. to conceptual rank orderings 
based on prior inference. The test of the hypothesis was, then divided into 
matching physical ran.1dngs am organiz.ational rankings, From the analysis 
has come only partial verification of the hypothesis since physical ranking 
was accepted but or~anizational ranking was not, 
Hypothesis III addresses itself to a third facet of inte!;ration, ene 
based on tre 50ci21 com11l1ln$lity of com'llunities and re·fions. While physical 
integration reflects the static infra structural arrangements of a rel'ion 
and orranizational inte~ration roeasures the active superstructural facter, 
and commodity int(;raction of a region (includinr de"lographic effects per-
taininr. to an imp~rsC)nel level of activity), socinl inte(r:, tion .'!Jeasures 
the degree to which people and groups consciously participate in the life 
and inter.9ction of the re~ion. This measure is thus the dynamic aspect of 
regiono.lintel'ration and should form the basis for developmental conclusions. 
As T. Lynn Smith and M.M. H3rowitz have suggested, social integration 
at the community level should correlate with the type of land and resource 
control which predominates in the area, be it sl1l8llholdinl's and a peasant-
type or large landholdings and a plantation type. A look at and a ranking 
of the four regions under discussion frem an ecological point of view is 
thus in order. 
(1) The Horant area is in the heart of plantation country in eastern 
Jamaica. Its land mass in general is the levellest of the four regions, 
"" 
mostly below four thousand feet. Two major plantation industries, Serge 
Island Estate, in the western portion, and Jamaica Sugar Estate (also called 
Duckenfield) in the east on the border 0f the marshland, together operate 
6300 acres of estate cane while controlling (by being the only buyer of) 
farmer's cane (over 5100 acres), for a totel cane plantation acreage of 
11,400.7.5 In addition, United Fruit. Company, ~perat'ing out of Bowden (a 
class size 2 town on t~e southeastern coast), controls additional acreage 
cultivated for bananas. of w~ich 52,706 tons (28% of all Jamaica 's banana 
export) vrere shipped in 1969,76 Indeed, then, the Horant area represents 
the plantation type or land and resource control, and the plantation's 
social effects on com'lJUnity inte.g:ration have been documented by Edith Clarke, 
whose study of poorly-intef,rated "Sugartown" was reportedly located in (me 
of the co'll:lItlnity's controlled by the Duckenfield estate. He have then to 
see whether our o,m hypothesis Hill match the evidence so far compiled on 
this area. 
(2) Yallahs is a valley rerion tl'et extends from the parish line atop 
75. fNln the N'ot)"nal Atlas or Jamai.ca, :Ibid., p.35. 
76. JarnniC2 It, '"rmation Service -- Facts on Jamnica J Banana Industry in 
Jam:<ica, F' ,22. 
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the 6.o00-plus feet high Blue Nountains to the sea, fl!>llowinr, the drainage 
of its principal Yallahs River and its tributaries, the Green and Negro 
Rivers. The region is distinctively hilly with generally fair to poer, 
minimally alluvial soils. Because of its le.ck of utility for plantation 
cultivation, the area has been taken over by subsistence farmers whose 
holdings are usually less than five acres, These farmers, in general, 
barely eked out a living on the land. Their practices had eroded the top-
soil and reduced yields to subsistence minimums and ground cover was rapidly 
being depleted. 9n top of this poor condition, in 1951, 8.fter a hurricane 
devastated the southern coast of Jamaica, the Yallahs Valley Land Authority 
was established to carry out the rehabilitation and future integrated devell!>p-
ment of the Yalla!cs basin area. Under the YVLA's aegis, the valley has 
been provided with a wide variety of services and progra.ms to facilitate 
economic and social development, inriluding basic agricultural and soil sur-
veys, watershed protection prorrams, reforestation, crop improvement, live-
stock development, subsidy and 108n pro(,:rams, road surfacing, water and elec-
77 ,-tricity supply extensions, and training and education programs. ~ith all 
of these public extensions to tre Yallahs a.rea, we should expect tG find 
that on public facility counts, Yallahs should rank high among an ordering 
of our four regions. Cc>mputations of the mean public facility count per 
unit of papulation in each re~ion a(':ree with this conclusion. 
Antoni~. Yalla.hs Morant Buff Bay 
Mean Public 
Facility 5.4 2.26 1.97 1.59 
Mea.n Ntlp 
Class Size 2.20 1.37 1.39 1.24 
RB.tio Publici 
L 
2.46 1.65 1.42 1.28 
Table 10. ~lblic Facility Delivery 
Pe r UnitJ~pJ.Jlcl.iQ 
77. from the bODklet., Ya.llahs wnd J,utrority 1951-19661 15th Anniversary Brochure. 
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(3) Antonio is so nBmed for the linearly ali~ned re~ion extending up 
into the mountains from tho coastal town of Port Antonie. lbis region is 
delineated by the paved road runnin~ for some fifteen miles, alon~side the 
Rio Grande (River). As far as population size of communities, as meBsured 
by map class, is concerned, the Antonio rerion is dominated by Port Antonio, 
whose total aggregate facility count is 173 compared to the next largest 
co=unity, Windsor, ,lith a count of fifteen, Such regional dominet:i.on by 
a s1.ne-le. larl'e cotl1l11Unity should have adverse effects on the integration 
and development potential of the region as a whole since most develop~ent, 
through scale, multiplier and attraction effects should accrue to Port 
Antonio to the exclusion of the small-farm communities up tre valley. The 
~mal1 size of the sample of co~~un1.ties in tbis re~ion, though, interferes 
with a true determination of the proper ranking of this area, since most 
mean indices reflect tbe extreme weighting of Port Antonio. 
(4) Buff Bay is so named for the linear region structurally defined 
by tbe route bet"een Kingston and the coastal town of Buff Bay on the north 
coast. Except for Buff Bay, its oonstituent commun1.ties are of low class 
size, so that, again, coastal town dominance prevails. Here, however data 
and indices are more me8ningful due to the totality of the sample obtained, 
and thus Buff Bay should rive a clearer indication of ranking and potenUal 
of simple linear rerions. Buff Bay's economy nnd resource type are pre-
dominantly peasant in nature, 
In considering social integration of co~~nities and regions on a 
structural level, lIe shall emp10y the roEll'll count of the public and co~~unal 
facillties per unit popUlation :in each region to test Hbether or not such 
a ranki'1/!: corresponds to the ranking of regio!1s on the basis of observed 
social inter-ration in two oppos:ing ecological settings. Our prediction,· 
based on ecological and sodal arru<nents, is tpat Morant, witb the plantation-
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type of resource control, should rank the lowest, while Yallahs with its 
peasant-type resource contr,?l as well as instituted public development, 
should rank the highest. Buff Bay and Antonio will both be intermediate 
but rank higher than Morant based en their small-farming bases azrl because 
of their lack of instituted development, will rank lower than Yallahs. 
A tabulation of the sum of the mean public end communal facility scores 
per unit of population as measured by map size, for each re~ion, confirms 
the predicted ranking -- but with Buff Bay and Antonio reversed in rank 




(b) 11esn Communal 
Facility Count 







Antonio Buff Bay Morant 
.5.40 1.59 1.97 
2 .• 80 0.76 1.19 
. 2.20 1.24 1.39 
3.10 2.30 
Table 11. Public and Co~~nBl Facilities 
per unit PopUlation AS a }!e/lsure of 
Social Int"I':ration 
Three types of integration have boen examined in our hypotheses testing, 
physical integration, organizational intefTation, and social integration. 
"'hil", the :first h;o types of integretion specify the structural nature of 
reg:ions, tho third type spec:lfi!lB a correlate of structural interaction, 
namely social inter8ction. 1he three sets of rank orders based on a COID-
parison of our four rt"gions are te.bu18ted below. For or:;;8.nizetional rank-
:inl!>bas"d on frequency distribution of class sizes 8m frequency dj stri-
but:icn of total facilities, th, predicte,d :lid not match tre test ranking 
i 
" 
and so both scores have been included. "bile not rs,nking: the four regions, 
they do rank YaHahs and Borant higher than Buff Bay and Antonio (indicated 
" 
in pRre nthe se s in U,e table). '. 
Antoni ... Buff Bay Morant Yaliahs 
----
Physical 4 3 1 2 
Organizational 4/'3 (2) 3/4 (2) 2/1 (1) 1/2 (1) 
Social 2 3 4 1 
." .. ~ ~'." 
Table 12. Comparison of Rank Orders 
for Regions by Integration Types 
In deriving a general ranking of the regions, then, on the basis of all three 
types of integrat:ion. we sum tre rank scores t.o provide an ordering that 
parallels that for social integr"tion in p8rticular. General regional 
integrat.ion, as a composite of physical, organizational and social inte-
gration, ranks the Y8liahs Valley first, followed by Horant, Buff Bay am 
Antonio. 
But how do these measuref of community-regional integcration corres-
pond to Actual rerional confirm'"tions of communities? Do imividual or 
,t. , 
composite integration measures relate to regi0118.1 homogeneity? Do they 
relate to regional conti~ity or specificity? Dc~s regional differentia-
tion enter into t.l:e picture at all? 
To answer trese questions h!o forms of scalo/!,ram analysis were carried 
out for each reldon under cO'1sid<:>ration. In addition, a smallest spatial 
analysis of rel'iona1 conti{!11ity was also conducted in order to compare hm 
of the rerions, Yal18hs am NorDnt. 
}lhiJe community-r~p-ional integration 1-,as been analysed at. t.hree 
levels. we have not considered the effects of com'1!uni ty compositional 
diversity (or d1fferent1ation) on retr.ionsl structure. As originally noted 
in the conceptual discusdon, diverdty implies stability am adAptability 
and should th~reforft correspond to interr"tion. 
" 
/'j~, .?. .-- Lf'~-: 
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Young, Spencer, and Flora, in studying differentiation and solidarity 
measures .. f agricultural communities, utilised a scale of community faci-
78 .. 
lities. This scaling procedure is. what shall be used here in discussing 
community-regional differentiation and we ~lill wish to study two aspects I 
whether differentiation of regions compsres 1-1ith general integration of 
regions, and whether the order of community facilities shared in common 
between our own scale,and Young, Spencer, and Flora's, agree at all, namely 
the ordering of primary school, post off:l.ce and secondary school facilities. 
Scalogram amtlysis was initially introduced by Louis Guttman to test 
for the ordering and influence of a ser1.es of v2.riables on a given set of 
b · t 79 su ,)ec s. One of the uses scalogram analysis has been put to is tee 
measurement of differentiation. According to R.L. Carneiro, differentia-
tion is a form of evolution that works in tandem with integra.tion to PrG-
vide continuous adaptive flexibility. Referring to l'erbert Spencer, Car-
neiro Hrites I 
Evolution 1.s a chan~e from a state of relatively indefinite, inco-
herent homogcend.ty to B. state .of relaUv~ly definite, coherent 
. hetero/!"eneity, through continuous differentiations and integra-
tions. 
If we accept this view. then the task 0:1" ,Jorking out evolutionary 
sequences can be seen to proceed hand in hand with the assess-
ment af ••• complex:l.ty. (80) 
In other words, a SCAle analysis of differentiation may [tV!! us an idea, 
in our terms, of developmental sequences as w .. n as integratione.l patterns. 




F.11. Yeung, B.A. Sp~nc"r, J.1. Flora, 1968, Differ"ntiation and solidarity 
in 8f'ricultural com-nunities, Human Orpaniza.tion, 27 (Hinter) I 344·-50. 
see one of his original pap"rs, L. Guttman (1944) A basis for scaling 
qualitative data, Am. Soc. Rev. 9: 139-150; see also 1-I.S. Torferson (1958) 
Theory end HeU·ods of Sceline: (NYI Hil .. y). 
R.1. C8rneiro (1970) SeRle &nalysis, evolutionary sequences, and the rat-
ing of cultures, in R. NaroJl & R. Cohen (eds) (1970) A Handbook of 
Method in Cult,ural Anthropo1ofY (Garden CUy, NY: Netural History Press) 
chpt. 41,p.835. Hjs references to B. Spencer include (18(3) First Prin-
ciples (Londen,Vms & NGr("ate), and (1898) "hat is soci81 evoluUon? 
Nineteenth Century 44. )48-58. 
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To carry Gut scale analysis one needs a sample of units from 
some population and 8 selectiGn of attributes of tbese units. (81) 
. For our purposes, the sample units are communities and the attributes 
(or traits) are the variable counts collected for each one; specific~lly, 
we sball deal with essential facilities here, which include all tbe non-
derived facility counts, i.e •• police stations, post offices, cburches, 
market places, and popull'l.tion size as measured by our map class size. 
These counts define tbose facilities and qualities in tbis survey whicb are 
necessary in some .compositional form to th", definition of community and f0r 
inclusion in the sample. These community traits,satisfy tbe cbief criteri.n 
of admissibility proposed by Carneiro I ret",ntiveness I "In order to scale 
well, a trait, once developed by a Jj{ommuniti!. must· tend to be retained 
82 
indefinitely". Carneire addsl 
·'hen all of a number of successively developed traits are r"tained 
by a socie.ty. we speak of cumul2tien. Cumulation, tben, is the 
retention of exist.ing traits along with the dev€'lopment of new 
ones. (83) 
Guttman scale analysis will determine whether sucb retention and cumula-
tion are sufficiently present. in our traits to qualify them for an ade-
qua.te collect.ive measure of comolUnity-regicnnl diff"rentiBtion. 
In order to carry out such analysis. our traits must· be recode.d frem 
interval data to m,minal data as either 0 or 1. This procedure is normally 
done according to 8 distributional cut-off lev"l of 90% so that for each 
trait a 1 is assigned to interval values in tpe upper 10% of its distri-
bution, and a 0 assigned to the rest. When this receding procedure has 
been carried out the nominal d~ta and th" sample can be analyzod by Dl~PACK 
Program's GSA routine. This routine will not Gnly order the traits a.ccord-
ing to the cumulat.ive ret.ention, it will elso examine and report "nrious 
81. Ibid., p.835. 
82. ibjd" p.83? 
83. i.bid., p.838. 
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measures of the sCI\lability, reprC!>ducibHity and hemogeneity of the trait 
set rer the sample. There has been much qebate "Vel' stat:! stical tests of 
scalo~ram analysis and many measures have been proposed as necessary or 
sufficient for interpretation. Significance tests included here refer to 
ceefficients of reproducibility and homogeneity scores, the first indicat-
ing the acceptability of the scale, the second judging the significance of 
the scale itself. Statistics included in the tables comparing Surrey with 
Yallahs. Morant, Antonio and Buff Bay. include both ~. Guttman's and J. 
Loevingor's coefficients of reproducibility and expected coefficients ef 
repr0ducibility (the former srould be greater than the latter); B. Menzel's 
coefficient of scalability (:ystringent test.of acceptance), J. Loevinger's 
measure of homogeneity, as well as Kuder-and-Richardson's bs.sic and corrected 
84 
scores test.ing for reliabil:l.ty. In addition, comparison of actual fre-
quencies. expected frequenoies if items are independent, and ideal expected 
frequencies if items are inter-dependent;, as C. Schooler's sugtestion for 
testing homogeneity. are also included, as well as the basic plot, Gutt-
man' sscale scores " marl'inals. err~rs. and sample size. 85 L. Festinger has 
questioned the arbitrariness of the 90% decision level for Guttman's 
aoefficient of reproducibility but we feel the comparative tests presented 
; ;. 
and Leuj s Guttman's reply the.t scalability is not sGlely measured by caFR 
86 





. However , once the scale hes been accepted. the main point ef interest 
see L. Guttman (1944) ibid.; H. Menl'.d (1953) A new coefficient for 
scalor:ram analysis, Publi; Opinion C:ua:d .• 171 268-80; A systematic 
approach to the constructic>n and ·evaluation of test.s of ability. Psych. 
Monor:. 61(n.4): and H.1-l. Richardson & G.F. Kuder (1939) The calculation 
of test reliability coefficients based Gn the method of rational "qui-
valBnce, J. Eauc. Psyc~ol 30: 681-87. 
see C. School~r (1968) A note of cxtr<''lJo caution on the use of Gutt.man 
scales, Am. J. of Sociolo£,y 741 296-301. 
L. Festin[«'r (1947) The t.reatment of Qualitative data by 'scale 1\')81ysis', 
Psych. Bull. 441 149-61; And L. Guttman (1947) On Festin('"er's evalua-
tton or scole analysis, Psycr. Bull. 441 451-65. 
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will be the comparative scalability acrGSS regions, and the differentia-
'tion scoring (Guttman's frequency sCQres) distribution compared across 
regions, to find Gut what order of diff~rentiation, is derived am how it 
relates to integration. 
Tables 13 through 17 relate the scalogram analysis output. Guttman's 
am Loevinger's COF'Rs are measured on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0 with .90 
as the decision level; obtained frequency should be closer to ideal expected 
than to chance expected; Loev:l.nlS<lr'S homor,eneity score is eqUivalent in 
scaling to COFR, <,5 are Kud-Rich and Correct Kud-Rich; and Henzel's scala-
bility decision lev~l is 0.5. 
As can be seen from a comp~rison of differentiation by the frequency 
distribution tables of summarized Guttman ideal scores'and their graphical 
representations (Fig. 10), all four regions show a temency toward dominant-
subordinate community relations ratr.er than gradedness.' This peaked nature 
of each region' 5 COl1I!llUn:ity differentiation sU!':l"ests that a nation with 
primllte city dominanc<" such as Kingston ~x~rts 'over Jamaica, also reflects 
primacy (the tendency for eentral dominance over the periphery) at the 
regional level too. But more i.nteresting is tloe rankint: of the regi"ns. 
This rankil1f of cClmmunit.y-rt"gional differentiation can be d(me on twc; 
bases. ..Ie can (a) compare the mean Guttman ideal differentiation sceres 
of the regions, and (b) compare the ratios ef the frequencies of the hi¢hest 
to lowest differentiation scale sc<!>re (Table 18). The fir'st measure ranks 
the rerions on the basis of mean differentiation score: it does not take 
into Recount th .. factor of primacy. As such, the ranking places Antonio 
first, Horant second, Yallahs third, 'and Buff Bay last (l<-ast differentia-
tion on the flvera!':",). l're results are mislendinr-. since dominance, or 
primacy, of one or hoT" very l"rF,'e com-nul1ities interfer~s with the measure. 
On the other hand, the ratie of tho frequol1ci€'s of least differentiated to 
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In<1lst differentiated communities in 6I1.ch region do provide a measure of 
primacy (Antonio with a SCGre of 2 is most dominant, . Yallahs is the least) 
.' 
but do not adequately measure differentiation. When the two measures are 
taken torether, however, and the regional differentiation score is multi-
plied by a dominance un-Heighting score.· a correct~d measure of community-
regiGnal differentiation should result. Thus the third row of computa-
tions in Table 18 provides the proper scores for rankinr the regions on 
the basis of differenti".tion. 'Ihe ordering, with the exception .. f the 
Yallahs and Horan~ regions' equivalence. is essentially the same as that 
·provided by measures of soci,,1 and composite integration • 
. In a final look at the contribution of Guttman scalogram analysis to 
this discussi0n, we shGuld compare Young, Spencer, and Flora's proposed 
facility Sl'quence ,,,ith that prllvided by GSA for Surrey as a whole. 8? Indeed, 
while Young, Spencer, and Flora proposed the sequential order ef appearance 
in a society of primary school, post office and finally secondary schGel, 
GSA for Surrey data corroborlltx·.s this order, as can be seen from the rirht 
to left s"quence of primary facilities for Surrey in ~l'able 13. 
Final analytical consideration is given to the nature of regional 
specificity and homogeneity in two of the four regions surveyed in Surrey: 
Yallahs and Morant. The bas:ic question is how regional specificity relates 
to regional interrat.ion and differentiation. To anSl-1er this question, con-
sidmration was given to both H·" fa.cility composition1l.1 conti~ity of com-
:nullities in each re[!,ion, and to theoretical contiguity of I"ssential vari-
abIes in specifying rq,.ion1l.liz.ation. In ord"r to carry out these examina-
tions, a smallest-space metrod of analysis and a multiple scalogram tech-
nigue, both concoivE"d in pa.rt by Guttman, were utilised • 
. 8? YounG, Spencer, & Flora (1968), ib1d" p.346. 
Multiple scalorram analysis (HSA) is predicated on a multivariate 
method of scale construction which considers a number of variables and 
categorizes the relationships' between subjects on the basis of these vari-
ables.88 MSA, according to the m"th0d's co-auV·or, allows for the struc-
tural analysis of nGminal or categorical data, and its essential task (fer 
versiGn I) can be posed aSI 
:. .' 
given the N points embedded in a subspace defined by the m lar[est 
vectors of X ( the normaliz,ed Score vectors), can we transform 
the coordinates such that for a fixed item all individuals fal-
ling within a riven c8t"l!Ory will be plAced in a conti!'uous 
rel!ion of that space? We are thus seeking a definition of cate-
j!:ory boundaries yielding regions of indefinite contours (the 
nature of the boundaries Bre not specified), where each item 
represents a partitioninr, of the space. (89) 
We are thus examiro.ng, for each variable selected, the specificity (or 
contiruity) of subjects (points) previously categorized to see if each 
categorization approaches exclusivity. This analysis lVithin the MSAI computer 
program is carried out in terms of inner and outer points for each cate-
gory I 
the set of points falling in a fixed cat~gory, outer- and inner-
points alike. are defined as beinl' contip:uous iff each (if any) 
.inner-peint is closer to some outer-point of the ~ category 
than it is ie any outer-point ef any alternative category of the 
same item LvariabliT. (90). _ 
The items selected for this analysis lVere the essential community vari-
abIes (commercial facilities. primary schools, secondary schools, police 
stations, post offices, churches and markets) and again interval data was 
recoded into no-ninaJ. data (three to five caterories). However it would 
·be too laborious to report on all the items here: instead, selection was 




110 Gut.t.roan (1941) 1he anantj,fication of a class of attr:ibutes i a 
theory and met rod for sea1" construct.ion, Supplementary St.udy B-3 in 
The Prediction of Person!'l I,.' .iustment. Soc. Sci. Res. Council, Bull 
1J481 319-48: this paper Pl'(>vC:.'~d the method<!loricel bas:is fer HSA-I. 
the form of HSA used here. 
J.e. L:lnr,oes (19h8) 1'he mulHv~)'j"t.e analysis of qualitative data, Mult:iv. 
Behav. l'esearch (Jnn) p.n. 
ibin., p.73 jnn('r-point.s on gSA -1 rraphs are posjt.jve int .. r,ers and out"r-
noin1. ~ are nt',l:~ltive int~p:ers. 
size t~ corroborate class ~roupinr.sJ a look will also be taken at the general 
confir,vration of sample points. 
In examining specificity and contiguity at the regional level, we are 
100king for classes or categories of co~~nities with the same composi-
tion. The. best way to handle this is te examine MSA grap~s te see if they 
specify levels according to a baseline. Our baseline, then, shall'be our 
original starting-point variable: community map class size, and we shall 
be looking to see whether or not the cat"l'ories esta.blished by this vari-
able correspond t9 the categories established by commercial facilities. 
'The general configuration of sample points (communit:les) constructed 
ror Yallahs and Morant.are presented in Fig.s 11 and 12. It should be remem-
bered that these configurations are represented in a two dimensional coord-
2nate plane establishinff a conti~uity for each co~~unity; the coordinate 
numbers, for our simplified purposes, are unimportant, The configurations 
are in tn-ms of community types; the 19 communities in the Yallahs sample 
bavebeen reduced by the program to 14 cemposit:l.onal typl'S while the 31 
cam.'l1Unitias in the 110rant sample have been reduced to 16 ty·pes. \\'hen com-
pared, thay show 80% of: Yallahs communities to be largely confined to the 
third quadrant whereas 80% of Morant's communities are distributed among 
quadr-ants two and trTee. Concent.ration of contiguous comClUn:i ties, t~en, is 
more evident in Yallahs than in l-iorant.'The next two /,raphs (Fig.s 13 and 
14) show 8. regiona.l comparj son of categorization by the orig:inal index ..;-
map class size -- as an i'1Ciicator of cO~'l1uni t.y population size. both regiGns 
clearly show the contiguity of categories (tho coordinate confirrurations 
remain the ssme for each rericn). But when He cater-orizations sre estimated 
on the basis of comOlunity intcrM.l development (i.e •• commercial facilities) 
ttle contiguities differ. By J.e, Linl'oes definition. of cont.iguity, th 
Morant rt'lgion's communit.y types are more difficult to cat~rori7.e contiguously 
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than Yallahs'l Yallahs has only one proximity error between points of 
different categories wrile Morant has four. Based upon this type of conti-
guity analysis, Yallahs is not only more homogeneous (predominant number 
of commun2ties confined ta a single graphical analytical quadrant) but also 
more clearly categorizable and specifiable (in terms of conti~Gus sub-
divisions of the region's community sample) • .'-J(See Fig.s 15 and 16) 
On our last level of analysis, we may consider tre compositional dis-
tribution of co~~unities as an actual measure of specificity af regionali-
zation in terms of compactness or diffuseness. Smallest,Space Analysis 
(SSA -- W!rsion 1 is used here) will analyze this compactness in terms 
of a sp3cial refer~nt for us. SSA, according to L. Guttman, is a "general 
nonmetric technioue for f~nding the smallest euclidean space for 8 confi-
f!UraUon of points". 91 It is a form of pattern analysis dealing in euclid-
ean space as en anolor;ue for item set configurations. The purpose of the 
program is to find the smallest number of euclidean dimensions and the 
smallest space" «ithin·wrich'.a set of 'objects can be arranged, based on a 
least squares method and GuttmAn "rank images", In terms of the rel".icnal 
analysis here, the profiles obtained describe inter-co=unity proximity 
based on the set of essential fRCility attributes defining each com..wnity. 
The graphical output of SSA will plot the subject points in two-dimen-
sional coordinate syste~s for as many dimensi~ns as it will take to fit 
all the points in the smallest euclidean sp~ce. For Yallahs and H01":nt, only 
two dimensions w,re required, thus providing a map of spatial relations i.n 
a single plane. These maps are represented in Fir.s 17 and 18. It should 
be remembered that the euclid""n space is not an anclorue for real space 
but for point configuraU.ons I they order these point,s spatially in terms 
of compositienal l'elaUons. I,gain, however, we se-" trat while 80% of 
'91. L. Glltt!llan (1968) A e;-eneral nonmetri c technique for fi.ndinr the smallest 
euclidean space for a confj rUl'~tion of points. PsychG>metrika. 
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,,, 
YaDahs' communities plot in one quadrant, 80% of Morant's communities are 
spatially ,distributed over two quadrants; therefore, more of a compositional 
spr"ad is indicated in 11ora.nt than in Yallah s. In other Herds, Yallahs 
, ~ 
exhibits lllIIGre com,nunity-rer.ional compactness than the Morant re(ien. 
In s;uln.'1lar:lzinr the results of analysis of community-regional systems 
in Jamai=. caraful note should be m,de of the concepts being tested and 
described~ 
Hy~hesis I tested the ability of physical measure~ of community 
"facilitie:s to correlate significantly with a known community measure, 
namely a road map ~lass size index. The" correlations were generally sig-
nificant. although 8ggregate facility ~eunts (public, commercial, and com-
munel faeility measures) were more meaningful than pri~ry facilities. 
Hypotlhesis II considered the ability of facilities distribution and 
compGsiti<!!fns to match the map class siz,,, index" in terms of regional rank-
iugs. Ave>rege class size, spat:'.lll distributions, and total facilities dis-
tributions were taken to indicate a re~ion's physical inte~ration, while 
class size frequency distributions and commercial facilities frequency dis-
tributions were taken to indicate organiz-ation",l integration. While phy-
"5ica1 int~rBtion" "'85 verified by matched rank-orderinfs, organiz8tional 
integra ti.,.n we 5 not. 
Hypotroesis III tested social integration of the Jamaican regions under 
investigataon in terms of public and communal facilities per unit popula-
tien in each region. It was predicted that a rank ordering of regions 
92. Further references for MSA-I eres J.C. LiUfoes (19ft) New computer deve-
lopmenlts in pattern analysis and nonm"tric technIques, in: Uses of Com-
puters: in Psychc]o/'ical Fesearch (Gautl--iers-Vnhrsl Pads) 1-23; J.C. 
Linl'CleS (1966) An Iml-7090 profram for Guttmlln-Lingoes multidi.mension"l 
scalol5l'am analysis-I; Eel--av. Sci. 111 7(,-78, J.e. Lin:,"oes (1968) The 
multhr.ariate analysis of quaJ.Hative dAta, ~mlt:iv. Dehav. Pes. Further 
refer_cos for SSA-I are, J .C. Iil1l'oes (1968) An IBi'1-7090 pro«ra!n for 
Guttemat!!\l-Lingoes smallest SP"C,", am·lysis-I, Eehnv. Sci. (Apr) I 183-84; 
and J ~C. Linl'o~s, E'ECI Roskl'm, pn:! r.. Guttmpn (1969) An empirical stlldy 
.... of' +'t.r~ Oi'I'Il'l"1+.ljrl~n'l""""'<:::'{" ..... nl ~,.""1-',,,..,. ... 1.,. ......... -1;+\.-. .... .,. Mn1+4u 'Q_\.-. ...... ~ U __ 1t 
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based on s@cial interration spould confirm the assumpti0ns of sociolo-
gists predictinr, tre negative influenc~ of cnncentrated land and producUon-
means ownership, Social integration rank orderinrs assun-ed by Caribbean 
social theory matched tpe orderings based on fadlity counts. A composite 
integration ranking (average sum Qf ranks of physic81, organizational and 
social integration) corresponded to the social integra.tion ranking • 
. Guttman scalo~ram enalysis aided us in examininr comparative community-
regional differ~ntiation. A1J feur regions proved scaleable and pomoge-
neous .enough. All four regi€>Ds also 5rowed a dominant-subordinate relatiQn-
ship 8.S opposed to gradedne5s. but, comparatively, a differentiation rank-
ing, corrected for central dominance, corresponds sufficiently well with 
seeisl am ccrmposite integration crderings. 
Multiple scalcgram analysis (I1SA-I) provided a description of regicmal 
specificity ""m cater:or1 z;tion anI ordered the two regions umer censidera-
tion according to Caribbean socio-ecological arguments concerning influence 
of land am reS<1>urce control. 
Smallest space analysis (SSA-I) considered the question of regional 
compactness and diffuseness am provided the same ordering of the tWG 
regions examined as 1'1SA-I. 
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PART IV DISCUSSION 
An analysis of cOlnllmnity-re&:i(ms has been undertaken to elucidate their 
organizational attributes. The level of analysis has been structural since 
. we are dee.ling with the physical basis of regional organization, B.nd the 
kinds of physical "measures utilized have concentrated on actual co~~nity 
facilities present; these measures, therefore, are essentially ecological 
variables a 5 den ned by D. S, Cartwright. 93 
, . 
. As sUFl~ested in the first section "f this paper, structural analysis 
has led to an examination of integration, but we should keep in mind that 
constraining factors are particularly acute at a structural level. Indeed, 
what could be more constraininf. than the presence of a given lIlL"lber B.nd 
types of pj,ys:l.cal fec:l.lities on the capacity of a spatially defined and 
oriented unit -- community <lr region -- to integrate at a physical, organi-
zational. social or economic level, or to develop in the direction of 
increased differentiation? As discussed earlier, Ue ecological context 
of regions should be particularly amenable to constraint analysis. The 
socio-economic and resource disparities behreen the Yallahs and Horant 
regions were shown to be based on a set of physically constraining factors I 
land, resource, and productJon-means ~ontrol. He have attempted to analyze 
the structural effects of this regional constraint. While Yallahs was 
characterized as constrained chiefly by the resource utilization require-, . 
merits of the dominant economi.c system, tho plantation 8.rea of Horant, the 
constraints on Morant were seen to be mainly self-impose'd in the form of a 
93. D.S. Cart,.,rirht (1968) Ecrlorical variables, in E.F. Barptta & G.H. 
Bohrnstedt ("ds) I Sociolopicl'.l Hethodolor,y. 1969 (San Frp.ncisco I Jossey-
Bass) 155-218. Cartwrirht surrests five ~ertninrs for ecological vari-
ablesl those that provide potential influence upon or(!:a.nisms; those >lith 
re.ference to areal di stribut 10n; those wrich are complex processes imolv-
info chanr.e and interaction; those considcr"d r;enerally in some thrce-
dimensional sp3tial extent; ,~nd. those t.hat. ref"'r to stat1st:\('al proper-
ties of r.roup. Our .,colof'icI11 v8ri,obl"s r"l"te to the fir"t three 
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lack of social inte~rati0n conditioned by the nature of the rerion's econe-
mic activity an::! or~anization. In terms of our analysis, the physical 
resource constre.ints on Yallahs were evinced by the rel"tively lesser 
del':ree of physical integration compared to Horant. But for all of Horant's 
or/!anized economic activity, its overall re,ional-organizetional intE·gra-
·tion proved no greater (and probably less) than Yallahs' I this fact is 
understandable if only in terms of the dominant institutional arr8l1{!:ement 
in Morant. As was previously discussed, plantation systems are segmental 
and exclusive, a~ only relate to their export buyers. Therefore there is 
necessary organizational inte{':T8.tion required, outside of the particular 
estate complex • 
. This interlocking of constraints identifies the complex nature of inter-
action within and between rerions. But theoreticallY,constraint is a 
. generalized condition that can be partitioned into sets or types. According 
to 1-l.R. Ashby, the identification of at least two kinds of constraint can 
be made by a set-theoretic ex,"miYJation. A set, E, of general conditions 
involves some degree of" constraj_nt any time one or mor .. relations, R, are 
introduced over tho conditions as interactions. An interaction (D) Qf a 
~iven order (m) will then describe the nature of constr8int imposed on 
the relations for a given set of conditions. Where Dl is the smallest 
product set containin~ R, it 
. shows how much of R's constr8int j.s due simply to the fact 'that 
R's variables have domains that do not use all that is offerred 
by the sets E1 • TJois constrnint DJ. is thus that due to the proper-
ties that R imposes on the variables individually. (94) 
In othe!' words type-l (Dl) conshaint sr·ould relate to the lack of utilha-
tion of relations tl-"t conditions ectually allo" for. 'Ihe constraint 
94. W.R. Ashby (1965) ConstraintaOl'llysis of many-dimensional relations. 
in }ij"ner &- Schad~ (ed) Pror:ress in BiocyberneUcs -- Vol.II (Else-
vie!' Publishinr Co.) p.16. 
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imposed on Yallahs is of this type since reSOurC6 deprivation has prevented 
the full utilization of economic and production relations actually allowable 
urrler the peasant system's orl'anization. Constraint type-l is presently 
being countered by efforts to expand the res0urc~-environment base of 
Yallahs in order to allow fuller relations to occur. lhe second type of 
constrajnt, on the other hand, does not affect the level of utilization 
of a given set of relations; that is, has no affect on the capacitance of 
a t;iven relation. Rather, type-2 (D2) constraint, affects the nature of 
binary orderings -of relations. Thus, the internal regional relatiens 
between economic and social conditions in Morant, are constrained by the 
nature of' their individual conditions interactin!, as a binary relation. 
Type-2 constraint, moreover, is harder to counter since not only is the 
interaction between two sets of conditions (El and E2 ) being affect~d but 
the internal or~anization of a t;iven set must also be affected. In order 
to alleviate Horants constraints on social integration, not only would the 
social olr~anization have to be alterred but tl'e econQmic conditions -- the 
very plantation institution itself -- would have to be changed. 
As bas been partially explained, regional conditions, especially 
those that HI'''' structurHl in nature and physical in their influence, are 
expressed larrely in organizational terms. ~'he spatial organization 0f 
cemmunit:ies and types of facilities in Yallahs, Horant, Antonio, and Buff 
Bay cle.rly has a role in defininl' the nature and functhms of each region 
as a-unit, as We have tried to analyze. But the orlf,aniz,ation at v8.ri,ms 
levels of' a I"iven rerional system -- structural, economic, populatioIl"l, 
and institutio'1al for instance -- will, when examined torether, tend. a 
large degree of complexity to system descx-iption Hh,,!'''' complexity already 
existod. The complexity of analysis. hOHevt'r, can be alleviated or at 
least minimi7_<,d by considering the actual leve]s (or cO'1Jponents) that a 
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particular study is daali nr wl.th. the "roer in which the levels are estab-
lished, and the relations between levels as defined (or constrained) by 
that "roer. In a very real sense. ,Ie are gettint; at the very nature of 
hierarchyt what are the relations est8b1ished between levels; what degree 
of control from the top is exerted over the vari&us lower levels; what 
kind of distribution of components is allowed at each level within a given 
number of ordered levels. Or~anization, then, along with oroer defines· 
hierarchy. 
But if hierarchy is so specified as relations in aOO among ordered 
levels. each with a set of components, we must ask what dynamic is exhibited 
. by hierarchy, The dynamic is in fact the variable nature of organizational 
order. both in and between levels, over time. When characterized by an 
increase in diversity, over time. it is differentiation. Differentiation 
is the result nt>t only 0f' chanl';es of numbers of components w:l.thin each 
level and distributior~ of components between levels. but is also the 
result of changes in tre or~erings.of levels Bnd treir r~lations. By 
T.N. Clark's account. differentiBtiQn has a vertical and a horiz.ental aspect, 
and 
The ~reater the horizontBl and vertical differentiation in a 
social system, the greater the differentie.tion bot.,een potential 
elites. the more decentral).zed the deci.s:ion-m~kinr: structm·e, 
which, without tr.e establishment of integrative mecha.nisms, leads 
to less coordinat.ion beh;een sect.ors and a 1ow"r level of out-
puts. (95) . 
This description of correlates fits a description of effects of differen-
tiation in the Yallahs and Morant rerions. Morant has less horizontal dif-
ferentiation (related to econo"'ic dj.versific2.tion. according: to Clark) 
but pey·j·,aps a larger degree of vertical differentia.tion as expressed in 
95. T.N. Clark (1971) Community structurc>. dedsi,m-makinr. budret expen-
d.jt,ure-s. and urban ren"Ha1 in 51 Amed.Cfl'1 communities. in Bonj~en. 
Clark, & Ljn<;,b".rry (eds), Co""'mnity l-'olitics -- A Behavioral Approach 
(NY Rree Press) p.299. 
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social class rigidHy. Thts peakedness of differentiation acccU'dingly 
oonfin~s the group from which elites may be drawn, centraltzes the deci-
sion-mskin!", arrl prohjbits coordination a!110nr sectors (~states) within 
; 
Morant; ir outputs were considered less in economic terms arrl more in 
generel exchange relations, Morant would probably also rank lower on this 
categ"ry. On the other harrl, Yallahs, .lith more economic diversification 
(multicrop production, livestock and small enterprise) arrl less class dif-
ferentiation, would appear to have more of a range of potential elites, a 
more decentralized form of decision-makin!!. arrl more coordination amliln!,; 
sectors I "Fain, if output were mea sured more generally, Yallahs mil'ht 
rank ahead of Morant. 
:t:he integration of these two regions, measured. at physical, organiza-
tional, social and composite levels in the analysis, corresponded to their 
differentiatien in. ·general. But this correspondence is not surprising in 
view of Carneiro's conclusion that both differentiat:i.on arrl integration 
are but alternate s~quences in u'e process of syste:n adaptation.96 System 
adaptation. operates to ensure survival of parts and essential functions qy 
reorraniz,inr. restructuring, errl re-relating elements errl. processes. Hie-
rarchies are ceanged, too, but only when tee maintenance of essential func-
tie ns requ :ire it. 
As has been implied through constant usage, it is imp<l>rtant to consider 
adaptive orEanizations -- especially as complex a type as regions -- as 
systems. According to one of tee earl:i.est definitions, f. 
a system is a set of ob,jects tOI'C"th,r wit!> relationships between 
. the objects and between Heir attributes, (97) 
Systems theory, which as a field of inquiry is relet:ively Y0unr, concerns 
itself Hith conceptual and analytical invO'sU./,ations about the nature of 
96, see pefe 59 of this paper. 
97. A,D. Hall & R.E. Faren (195(,) D"finition of a system, General Syst.ems II p.18. 
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systems -- whorevbr they are found, as long as they are concretely speci-
fied, -- .am of the concp-pts am relations abstracted from their commGn 
characteristics. At this abstract level phenomena can be analyzed for their 
system ciharacteristics, am reneralizaticms can be made about present Gr 
future structure am behavior. One theorist, GeQrge Klir, has produced a 
five-fold classification of system types defined in set-theoretical terms. 
The classification is given below minus the set-theoretic specifications, 






set of external QUllntities am 
their resolution level 
a riven activity 




Primary Activity Set 
Contingent Activity Set' 
Class 4 - permanent behavior of a given set of elements 
plus a given set of couplin!,s between the elements Organizational 
and betVleen elements ani their environment 
Class 5 - given set of states plus a given set &f transitions 
between states Dynamic Precess 
Table 19. Five Classes of System98 
In this e:lassification, regional systems, as defined in tr-is study, appear 
as para!lletric and orraniz,ational classes <>f syste'lls combined -- para!lletric 
for bein~ described by their constraints, and organizational for having 
tpeir ele-"1ents (communi tie.s), couplinrs betw .. en elements ani environOl"nt 
(resource.-environ:nent relatjons "Hh com'1;Unitios) all dE'scribed. 
Systems, whatever their clAssification, all ex},ibit common eharacter-
istics in the abstract. They h;>ve elements, processes and orr:an:lzation; 
they have :hierarchies; they have a common mode of intra- and inter-system 
98, G.J. lClir (1969) An Approac}· to Gener~l Systems 'Il'eory (NYI Van :'Jostrani 
Raj nho1d Co.) 
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exchange analyzed as informaUon processing I and this information, when it 
travels through elements at one level, to high"!' levels an:! is rerouted 
back to basic eleme'1ts, prov:ldes a system with feedback. through feedback, 
a system can "know" or "recognize" what courses &f action hav" been taken 
in the past that have led to positive results an:! can thereby r;uide its 
future behavior to adapt to more beneficial arrangements of parts an:! pro-
cesses that lend to more efficiency and a better chance of survival. 
For instance, the information on better developments in other parts of 
Yallahs led more ~lements (corrmunities) in the region to pursue the acqui-
sition of these developments -- a case of feedback. lbe processing of 
, information at a higher level in Yallahs, in any case, due to the YVLA pro-
grams, means that more adaptational strategies are known to all components 
of the regional system. In Morant, however, the centralization of control 
preventsCOlll!llUn:l ties from being a,ble to make viable cheices about their 
future, and information processing is gen<>.rally minimal due to a lack of 
development prol"rams, 
Adapt8tion, information exchlnge. an:! system processes in general, 
are ,all forms of :i,nteractililn. In terms of retional systems. this inter-
act'ien is spatially defined since system elooments (communUies) an:i even 
their otm components (facilities) are all spat:lal units. ~her"fore, 
reeional systems are particularly prone to analysis in terms of spat:lal 
interaction. Eayes an:! ~[ilson have surl'est",d this analysis be done with 
reference to a r,:lven set of objects, 8ctivitjes, :infrastructure and lan:! as 
components of invest:lf-ation, ,.tere each component "Quld be df'scribed accord-
ing to primary characteristics suer as siz,e, location, time cescription an:! 
class type.99 In fact, to a hrr:e extent, tl:5s is tIoe kind of analysis 
ttat has been un:iertaken in tris study. Commun:ities h?ve ha,d their socIal 
99. H.C. E2yes & A.G. \{:ilson (19'?1) Sp8ti~1 inte'raction, SEPS 5 (Feb) 73-95. 
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and economic activiUes brolldly doscribed; they have been examined for 
infrastructurlll distribution (facilities) 1 and these aspects have been 
related to tre controllinr nature of land use, 
, But the si~njficance of U:is spatial interaction analysis of facili-
ties and communities within regional systems has yet to be developed. 
Indeed. development is U:e key issue. 'For if regians rave been spatially 
analyzed in terms of types of integration, qualities of differentiation, 
specificity, homor,eneity and compactness, d~fined as adaptive systems, and 
classified as parametric and organizational in nature, they have yet to be 
expl~dned in terms of their descriptive craracteristics as to how they serve 
and relate as potential agents for develCllpment • 
. Development has already been rela,t~d conceptually to complexity and 
,sta,bi11ty. and analytically to differentiation am int!,p;ration. How is 
develspment specified by systerJ characteristics? In €Our s'nalysis, multi-
variate techniques provided mepsures of reeions as wr·eles in terms of h0mo-
t;eneIt.y, specificity, an:! compactness. All trree measures deal with the 
conceptual dimensions along: which regiQns as entities can be measured. 
Development potential, then, srould relate to tce positive attribute of 
each dimension: that is, regions wrich are more homog:eneous, more specifiable 
and more compact srould be able to "carry" development processes and develop-
ment programs more efficiently and with more adaptive outco",,",s. In the 
analysis. of course, YallB,rs proved to be more specifiable, homogeneous 
and compact 1 Yallar.s, then, srould have more development potential. "hile 
no clear in:!ex is ~v~ilab]e,tG d:lrectlymeasure';t region's dl'velopment 
potential, we could consider the current pr0i'rams available to er.ch reglon --
and as described beforehand. Yallahs clearly has the more significant 
delivery system of development prOframs. But this fact is not a clear 
indication trat the rerion as 8n ent.ity h.9s a clear development.al edte 
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over Morant. YVLA development prol'rams were instituted at. a time when 
Yallahs w~s facing extreme poverty due to misuse of resources and disro-
gard for environ'l1ental constraints. Nor is there any indication tbat Yal-
lahs was as intel'rated, differentiated or regiQnaliz,ed as it appears now 
tbrough data. analysjs; as noted before, time series data was not available. 
We can only argue that, twenty years a~o. Morant was just as poor ard as 
comparably orl'aniz.cd as Yallahs. and S9 the decision made at tre time as 
te when to deliver" development scheme was based in part B.t least on some 
of tbe analytical differences between the two regions described in tbis 
study, Integration, differentiation and rerionalization all suggest that 
development in Ya]lahs was and is more fa.vorable in terms of pot.ential 
outcomes and the capacity of the region to carry and sustain the develop-
ment programs tpan Horant. 
Even wi th the present developmental scheme in the Yallahs regien. the 
outcomes are not roin~ to uniformly prove our hypoth~ses nor support our 
assumptions. Development' is not a unitery process. Wi.ttin a regional 
system, different components and levels will "pi ck up" t:te momentum of 
development more qui.ckly and more effectively than ot.hers. Different rates 
of interact.ion at different levels Hnl differenOate not. only tJ:e rerion 
but the development process as Hell. 
Development will also alt.ernate ~]ith growth. Increased diversification 
end complexity of networks -will be carried out untn a ne" capacit.a.nce is 
reached (in ter'11S of c0nstraint analysis I until enough no',' binary re1B.tiens 
are created to provi.de a new rel"tional space) Hithin wpich scalar increase 
(or gl'omh) can funetjon until a('ain constrained. this eye] ical process 
can be r~p"ated innumerable t.imes, altrouf'h t.he tt'!"'poral sp"n is rether 
lar~e. As " .. 11, difff'rent system levels may weD. be in opposing cycles and 
yet mutually enr,ance eAch other. Gro",th at on" level m~y contribute to 
t.he develop:r.ent of the next hirlJer level; for example I an "xpansion of a 
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given faciliti~s type within a community may alter the organization of 
communities as a whole, rt'd:tstdbuting relations an:! redefining interaction 
or the development of new cemme-rcial netrJorks could tlk~ke it possible for 
the expansion of physical facilitaes of a given type. 
If compone t]ts 8.m levels of regions develop at different ra.tes an:! 
sequences, regions must also (an:! different typos of development fit dif-
ferent types of regions.) He are thus left to consider the possible mGde 
IIIf future development of Surrey County, e8stern Jam;lica, :I.n terms liIf the 
specifi8ble regions considered in this study, where each of the four regions 
can be expected to define a different development potential a.nd require a 
different developmental strater,y. Here, John Friedmann's consideration ef 
r"gional d"velopmental types is dra>Tn upon to aid in the specifications 
of Surrey County. In his book R""ional Development Policy, Friedmann 
identifies four main types af developmant regionl (1) The core region (cn) 
is cent~red around a cluster of developed cities am towns am has a high 
degree 01 faciHty 2.nd function"l differentiation and a releUvely highly 
developed infrastructure. Its problems come with the scale and attraction 
multipHers ('gravity pulP) that attract a large unskilled population te> 
its area am overlonds its infrastructure, increases the ·costs of public 
services 8nd threaten the basis and the degree of information exchante and 
processing that are necessary to the core ref(ion's existence.T~e solution 
generally lies in creating countervailing centers of economic and inform-
ational interactlon centered around new resources or new processes, either 
in U~'A or in EFs (see b"low) 
(2) Upward-transjtional areas (U1A) ay·,. areas where capital intensity 
is att('.mpt.ing to replace labor intensity. "nd structural orranization is 
approachinE that of eRs, :i.e., main processes include urban:!zation, in:!us-
trialjr.ation, an:! He development of 8 larre-scale m"rketinr or/!snization. 
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. (3) Downward-handUonal areas (DTA) are areas that bave "lost out"; 
their o:t"lI'anizaUons are basic8,lly considered so retro!,ressive t<l national 
development goals that no development planning schemes are implemented in 
these r"':f':ions. other than those schemes that alleviate minimal human 
living conditions and that provide incentives for people to migrate to 
UTAs or~s. 
(4) Resource Frontiers (P.F) are the "hope" of developing nations, from 
an ecoool1llio point of view. for it is in these areBS that new capital is 
unleashed,. new sC,ale and multiplier effects created, arrl ,new population 
oenters <!!$stablished, allevi'ttin~ overpopulated area$. RF problems, however, 
are a la,e:X ef sod.al overhead, their functional specialization and lack of 
linkages to national networks, and heavy deperrlence upon massive external 
investments.' Development policy for RFs include the as rapid a diversifica-
ti(m of structure (urban in character) as allowable, by investment and marg-
inal produotivi ty. creation of internal markets (ts offset export deperrlency). 
, . . 100 
arrl hea,'Y investment in basic infrastructure • 
. Due ~o Jamaica's overpopUlation (rou~hly two million people at present 
but still g-rewin~ rapidly) and overdevelopment of resource utilizaticm 
(at least in Ue plantation sector, which is dominant) according te 
Ericksen.101 Heseurc" Frontiers will not be a part ef regional plans in 
Jamaica; ~he semj-HFs that have appeared in connection with the relatively 
new bauxiite extraction industries have been to'o localiz.ed and dispersed to 
provide 2!i1!I'lY ceherent regional focus. The on1y true core rerion on the island 
centers om Kingston a:rrl tris are" is alterred in its developmental impact 
by its primateness. lVe are left with DTAs arrl ·UTAs. Fifteen years ago, 
100. 
101. 
see JI. Friedmann (1966) Pegional Development Policy -- A Case study of 
Vel1<'.",",uela (Cembridl'el HIT Press) crpt.s 3 & 4. 
E.G. Erioksen (1962) Tr ... l'('st Irrlj.e s PopUlation Problem (Unj.v. Kansas 
Publioation, Social Scie no,,, Studies) see p. 90. 
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the Yallahs Valley reId on. mRy wpll have b"en, trought of as a DTA with a 
structural poverty, resource depletion, and lack of or~anizational connected-
ness seemingly SG vast that the region could well have been le-ft to die out. 
Somewhere, however, the "ril"ht" decisions were made based on the hope that 
a basically sturdy peasantry could h,ke the initiative if given eoough of 
a capital boost and enou!'h technologics,l information. Yallahs is now a 
UTA with clear developmental prospects aj-,ead. The Antonio region 
is 'similarly: a UTA but for different reasons. Antonio lacks the social 
basis for initiative, and the central dominance of a single town, Port 
Antonio, prevents integrated co~~unity-regional development. However, the 
dynamic present in,Antonio alone, coupled with the singular trade relatiGn 
established between the upland communities of the line.9r region suggest 
that the reF-ion will develop. albeit much slo>Jer than Yallahs (wrich itself, 
after fifteen years, he.s only recently stabil5,zed), by spread and spin-off 
effects of the fro"rth and diversification of Port Antonio. If the Port 
should specialize, however, into say a shippinr point for bananas -- as it 
is 112 )?<1rt at present -- then the Antonio region will lil:ely sta~nate and 
shift into a DTA mode. Buff Bay is in a similar position to Antonio but 
its present status is only just above stagnation and its interactional 
dynamic is only "turning over", Should the coast-central city continue to 
diversify, the spr~ad effects, 2lthough marginal, would keep the region 
balanced against the negative forces of overpopula,tion, poverty and un<'ln-
ployment Uat will intensify in the future. Should the, city becoml" spe-
cializ.ed, the communities in U:e linearly dependent field would fail to 
maintain a net-beneficial interaction ,dth its' dominant city and would turn 
DTA. Final1y we consider Horant. For a11 its economic orl'anizati@n and 
dO!llinance over resources. the lack of social int"gration and poor organiza-
tional inter,raUon in this plr.ntation ref!ion "f Surrey shmld indicate that 
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tlie intensifying social pr0blems in the future will increasingly threaten 
the stability of the economy itself. Either R new mode of economic adapta-
tion "nl occur or the entire structural organizati@n of Horant "lay begin 
to disintegrate int@ independent nodes HPich, if they maintain export rela':" 
tions may just "turn over" or if they lose them for lack of scale, may 
stagnate. }forant's immediate future is generally secure since the social 
problems will not be evident for at least a decade, If the region, within 
this time, can be/';in to diverdfy its economic base, loosen its control 
over the social processes and decentralize the decision-making process to 
the ce~~nity level (rather then maintaining it at the economic-institu-
. tional level) i10rant may yet prove to become a UTA like Yallahs. 
As a final note let us sur;gest that development is essentially retiQnal 
integration. It is accompanied by other processes. defined and described 
by certain concepts and operational criteria, and constrained by parametric 
consjd",rations of the system as a >Thole and in pllrt. But development is 
the. end-result of creating. neM orderjngs of elements and int"r~ctions. And 
a final rendering of regional d6velopment may not need mGre than a single 
specification: the degree of connectedness of the region's networks. In 
the abstract, this kind of syste"1 specificati0n is described by lattice-
th t d b R Ru 
102 
.eory, as SUf.f'''S e Y .oosen-: nge. While not going into detajls of 
the theory, let us merely p"int out that the more Ijnkages that connect a 
given number of elements, the more "complete" or connected is the lattice 
structure. Thus in the diagram, (b) is more complete than (a) simply by way 
of having more linkaf(es be-tvlecn more'! ele~ents. 
102. !'.F. Roosen-Runf" (19(6) Toward a thory of parts and >Tholes, Gen"ral 








Fig. 19 LatUce Structures 
The connectedness··of regions s),ould i..'Ilply greater degrees of integration, 
increased development potential, greater interaction at any level (spa-
. tial, econo'llic, social), and a more optimum degree of information exchange 
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Fig, 7 Surrey 
Spatial Pattern of Influence 
of Communities of Class 3 and Larrer 
(Eeavier Circles Indicate 
Re[ions Under Discussion) 
\ 
;: ,;} 
---'~----'~ . . 
'<, Fig. S Frequency Distribution 
6 
Class 
6 of Class Sizes Size 
5 5 
4 4 
. ANTONIO BUFF BAY 
:3 :3 
2 2 
1 I 1 ..,. 
10 50 1 0 1 5 1 0 
/ ~ Frequency 
". '. , 
". \ 


















Fi~. 9 Re~ional Frequency Distributici 






























1 2 :3 45 7 8 
Frequenoy 
Fi~. 10 Frequenoy Distribution of 








Fig. 11 MSA General 










19 Communities rave been reduced 
to 14 CO'llmunity Types - each type 
plotted above may represent more 
tha n 1 com.'nunl ty 
:3 
14 
Fir. 12 MSA General 










31 Communjties hav~ been reduced 
to 15 Co~~unity Types 
Fir. 13 MSA Rerional 
CaterGrization by Map 









Com~nity Types represented by 
Hap Class Siz" in 3 Caterories: 
Inner-Points aT" Positive Interers, 
Outer-Points are llerative Inte/'.'ers 
-3 
Fi~. 14 MSA Rerional 
Caterorization by Map 
C19 s s She I MORANT 
Co~~nity ~ypes repres~nted by 
Map Cl~sfi Size in 4 Cateroriesl 
Inner-Points are Positive Int~rers, 






Fi~. 15 MSA Ferianal 
Cate~orizati0n by Co~~ercial 




C",nmun:ity Types represenhd by 
Commercjal F~cilit:ies in 4 
Cateforiesl Inner-Points are 
Posi t ive Int~l'~rs. Outer-Points 
are Negative Interers 
3 
5 
Fir,. 16 MSA H~lr.i"'nal 
Caterorization by Commercial 
FacUities I· NORANT 
-2 2 
Com=nity Typ~s represented by 
Commercial Fecilitj~s in 5 
Caterorjesl Inner-Points are 
Posjtjve Interers,Outer-Paints 











Fi~. 17 SSA Rerional 
Compact.ness of Sample Points, 
YAllAPS 
12 
The 19 Com'llUnUj es in n., Yallahs 
Sample are represented abov~ in 














Fir. 18 . SSA R~riQnal 
CO'1lpactness of Sample POlnts I 
MORANT 
~he 31 Commnities jn the 
Morant Sample are repres~ntrd 








Table 13 •. Guttman Scale Analysis 
Output fer SURP£Y 
idee.l ideal obtaind chance 
2 } 1} 14 12 10 11 8· score tYlle eY!2 f'XJ2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 V 1 1 1 
o 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 
o 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 . P 1 1 1 1 1 
00 0 1 1 1 1 1 
00 0 0 1 1 1 1 
o 1 0 0 CO 1 1 1 
o 0 0 0 i() 1 J. 1 
o 0 0 0 i() 1 1 0 
1,.0. b 0 .1 0 1 1 
00 0 0 .1 0 1 1 
o 0 0 0 i() 0 1 1 
o 0 0 0 i() 0 o 1 
o 0 0 0 .1 0 1 0 
o 0 0 0 :0 1 o 0 
o 0 0 0 iO 0 1 0 
o 0 0 0 i() 0 o 0 












4 8 0 8 0.634 0.049 0.17875 
1 8 2 7 0.012 0.037 0.10312 
3 7 0 6 0.159 0.0 0.05643 
5 0.012 0.0 0.01368 
1 5 1 4 0.073 0.012 0.00306 
i.) 3 0.012 0.012 0.00038 
1 4 0 2 0.0 o .Olj9 0.00004 
L 3 1 1 0.012 0.110 0.00000 
1 3 0 0 0.085 0.512 0.00000 
2 3 2 ,. 
1 2 2 
4 2 4 
4 2 0 
9 1 0 
1 0 2 
2 0 2 
5 0 5 
42 0 0 
Tot Error 21 
Tot Respondent s 656 









*llot .. : Item No. 8 : primary sc];ool 
91secondary scrool 
11 :post ofn ce 
(se~ p.63 of this 
paper) 
Basic Gui:hlsn Scale 
freq error 
item no. Gutt 
~ 2 10 I} 14 12 11 8 score 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 
0' 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 t 1 1 'rot "1'1'01' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 'rot 1'espondts 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 Tot N 
0 0 0 () 0 0 o 0 





COFS COFR Cofr 
Guttman 1.000 1.000 
L@evin(!,er 1.000 0.555 
\) 
L.evinl'er. Homog. . 1.000 
Kud-liich 0.942 
C .. rrect J!:-R 1.000 
Menz.el 1.000 (Scalable) 
Table 14. Guttman Scale Analysis 
Output for ANTONIO 
ideal ideal obtnd chance 
t;Yl2e ex~ eXI2 
8 O. 00 0.200 0.03146 
7 0.0 0.0 0.04719 
6 0.200 0.0 0.07078 
.5 0.200 0.0 0.04719 
4 0.0 0.0 0.01180 
0 :3 0.0 0.200 0.00295 
40 2 0.0 0.200 0.00074 
5 1 0.0 0.0 0.00018 
0 0.200 0.400 0.00005 
.. 
Basic Guttman Scale 
freq error 
item no. Gutt 
~ 2 1~ 14 12 10 811 score 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0 
0 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 :3 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 :3 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0; 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 
0 0 0 b 0 0 1 1 ? 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 
0 0 () 0 0 1 0 0 Tot Error 4 
0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 Tot Resp 136 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'l'ot N 17 
1 1 1 1 2 3 6 7 
Mar!\'lnal.s 
Exp 
COF COFR Cofr 
Guttman 0.971 0.978 
LGevinrer 0.963 0.788 
Loevinger Horn,!' 0.826 
Kud-Rich 0.855 
Correct E-R 0.956 
Menzel 0.714 (Scalable) 
',' 
Table 16. Guttman Scale Analysis 
Output for BUFF BAY 
~, .. -,'- ,~--,,'~ 
ideal ideal obtnd chance 
tYEe eXE e19:e 
8 0.588 0.059 0.21702 
7 0.059 0.0 0.15191 
6 0.17( 1'.0 0.02286 
5 0.059 0.0 0.01776 
4 0.059 0.0 0.00237 
:3 0.0 0.059 0.00015 
2 0.0 0.059 0.00001 
1 0.0 0.176 0.00000 
0 0.059 0.412 0.00000 
Basjc Gutt~an Scale 
:'item no. 
2 2 11 14 10 12 11 
ill 1 1 
8 
1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 o . 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 






















0 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1, 1 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 














1 8 0 
1 8 2 
3 7 0 
1 3 1 
1 3 0 
1 3 1 
4 1 0 
1 0 2· 
18 0 0 









Menzel 0.700 (Scalable) 
Table 16. Guttman Scale Analysis 
Output for MORANT 
ideal ideal ebtaind c~ance 
. t.;YEe em eXE 8 O. 5 0.032 0.15819 
7 0.065 0.097 0.08700 
6 0.065 0.0 0.03559 
5 0.032 0.0 0.01038 
4 0.032 0.0 0.002~9 
3 0.0 0.032 0.00048 
2 0.032 0.0 0.00009 
1 0.032 0.129 O.OCOOl 
0 0.097 0.581 O.OOOOC 
-' 
Basic Guttman Scale 
freq error 
. item no. Gutt 
:2 1:1 9 14 12 10 811 score 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 a 
a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 a 
a 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 
0 0 0 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
a a 0 a 0 1 1 1 1 1 a 
0 0 0 0" 0 0 1 1 1 a 1 
a 0 b 0 0 1 a 1 1 a 1 
a 0 0 a a 0'0 1 10 a 0 
0 a b a 0 a 1 a 
0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 Tot Error 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tot Resp 152 
1 1 2 2 3 5 f, 7 Tot N 19 
l',a r~:i nills ' 
Exp 
OCF COFR Cofr 
Gut:tman 0.980 0.975 
Loevinger 0.974 0.735 
Loev:i ng<!'l' Homog 0.901 
Kud-Eich 0.894 
Correct K-R 0.978 
Menzel ' 0.800 
Table 17. Guttman Scale Analysis 
Output for YALLA~S 
ideal ideal ebtnd chance 
t;YEe ex~ eXE 
8 o. 32 0.053 0.192(( 
7 0.053 0,0 0.11238 
6 0.053 0.053 0.05187 
5 0.105 0.0 0.01852 
4 0.053 0.053 0.00347 
3 0.0 0.0 0.00041 
2 0.053 0.105 0.00005 
1 0.0 0.053 0.00000 
a 0.053 0.526 0.00000 
1 Mean Guttman Score 
2 nAtio Frequency 
of Hig:rest Gutt 
Score to Lowest 
Gutt Score 








Table 18. M~asures of Mean 
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Prindpaf Roods 'H~'d Surfaced) 
Secondary Roods (Hard Surf~ced) 
Other Seeondary Rood$ 
Tracks --- Railways 
Route PO$lin95 
Principal Hotels, Inns, Motels 
Golf Courses 
Prindpaf Points <1f Inlerest 
Sugor FCI(lories 
E!evotion~ In fe", 
Internati"lI''lol .tt Air Sirips 
Airporfs 
Approximate Mileages 
'':;::~;;~f: -...I'*~8 ... ~*~_,,2,,9:";;5,---*1(:"',.· -'*!f( 
ALSO SEE MILEAGE TABLE BELOW 
Appro,.lmClle Popvlcotion5 of Cities and Towns 
~ 
{%~ 10,000 to '25,000 \tl 1,000 to 2,500 
-,,' '~',., Over 25,000 (05,000 to 10,000 0 500 to 1,000 
• '£, ill 2,500105,000 0 Under 500 
~,~ County Boundaries 1"'i~<"'c Parish Boundaries 
PARISH CAPITALS ARE SHOWN IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
Scale of Miles , 
ONE INCH EQ\)AL~ ABOUT 6.3 MILES 1:402,000 , 
© 1966. G .. "eral (lr~ffi"g Co" Inc .• C"n ..... nr SUlton. N, J .. U. S.A. 
All 'ighl' ,e,.",~d. T~i, wo'. ",v,' MI be <opj~d In whol. ~, In p~". 
eASEO UPON MAPS PREPARED BY SURVEY DEPARTMENT JAMAICA 
WITH THE SANCTION OF DIRECTOR Of OVERSEAS SURVEYS 
A~<">lus V.II~y S<;Qtl.nd Gal& 
. ~d YoJM"f-(111 
Heart Ease <Yj 5 6210' 
~ Ya1!ahs ~, .. '- G,pen 
~ Wall 
~ .. 
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